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view from the bridge

D

ecember 2004 marked the 20th anniversary of the delivery of
LCAC 1 from Textron Marine and Land Systems. Every day I
am reminded of the importance of the LCAC program and the
Navy/Marine Corps team has validated that importance by continued
support of LCAC SLEP, LCAC phased maintenance, systems upgrades
and the start of the engineering for the functional replacement for LCAC.
In the past year, LCAC have continued to support Operation IRAQI
FREEDOM and the Global War On Terrorism, and were instrumental in
providing much needed aid following the devastating tsunami that
slammed into Indonesia on 26 December 2004. This type of support
would not have been possible without the hard work and dedication of
the men and women of the Assault Craft Units (ACUs) and the LCAC
Team.
Captain Richard W. Hooper
Since the last Fleet Support Conference, five Service Life Extension
Program Manager
Program (SLEP) and five System Upgrade Craft have been delivered to
the Navy. The SLEP program at Textron continues to deliver craft on or ahead of the contract delivery date.
This year we have taken delivery of LCAC 4, 7, 8, 9, and 10. LCAC 44, one of the first SLEP craft, successfully deployed as part of the BONHOMME RICHARD ESG in December and performed superbly,
delivering relief supplies to Indonesia and troops and equipment to the Middle East. All scheduled deploying
craft from ACU FOUR in FY05 had upgraded radios, radars, and deep skirts. By next September, another
five SLEP LCAC are scheduled for delivery and another three craft will be inducted into SLEP.
2005 marked the first full and open competition for the LCAC SLEP program, with the work to be performed
at each of the ACUs. After a thorough evaluation, the FY05 SLEP Contract was awarded to Titan Unidyne
in April. The contract requires that the work on these craft be completed by August 2007.
In the life cycle arena, the 2005 Amphibious Operational Advisory Group (OAG) worked to restructure LCAC
Accelerated C4N, Phased Maintenance, improved operational funding, and SLEP into an LCAC
Sustainability issue, which ranked fourth on the OAG priority list. A planning meeting for LCAC Phased
Maintenance program was held in March at ACU FIVE to fine tune a phased maintenance plan and to
prepare for the start of the program in FY06. At ACU FIVE, LCAC 57 and 58 completed system upgrade
availabilities in August and September, and LCAC 52 will complete its system upgrade before the end of the
calendar year.
The C4N suite continues to be modernized as we look to the future; we have completed the design efforts
and the first installation of the Bridgemaster E radar on NDI craft, accelerating the phase-out of the LN-66
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radar from the LCAC Fleet. Additionally, the first Motorola XTS-5000 radio was fielded last July as a replacement for the MOM radios. It is planned that by the 2006 Fleet Support Conference, the new Motorola
radio will be on all the craft.
The Office of the Chief of Naval Operations (OPNAV) N75, has approved the disassembly and disposal of
the Reduced Operational Status (ROS) craft.
Last year, PMS377 submitted the Amphibious Tactical Support Performance/Pricing Model (ATSP/PM) (exOSCAR) to OPNAV for Verification, Validation, and Accreditation. After in-depth analysis and a thorough
review of the documentation, the model has been granted “Accreditation with Modifications”. The model is
planned for delivery to the ACUs this year. The ATSP/PM will provide the LCAC Program with the accredited data justifying operations and maintenance funding based on solid empirical measures.
This past summer the Navy kicked-off the Seabase-to-Shore Connector program, the follow-on craft to the
current LCAC. The Seabase-to-Shore Connector Initial Capabilities Document (ICD) is being developed
and scheduled for completion this fall. This craft is also being designed to support the seabase pillar and
the seabasing concept of operations. The LCAC community is clearly the touchstone for operational
feedback as the design progresses.
The LCAC team has delivered another exceptional year and established the foundation for continued
excellence in 2006.

LCAC delivered over 3,000 tons of humanitarian aid to tsunami victims in
support of Operation UNIFIED ASSISTANCE
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at the cutting edge
Assault Craft Unit FOUR (ACU FOUR)

I

am beginning to relate to Hemingway’s “Old Man and the Sea” as I
get ready to host my second LCAC Fleet Support Conference
(FSC) and attend my third FSC since becoming Commanding
Officer of ACU FOUR. Unfortunately, this 2005 FSC will be one of the
last functions associated with the wonderful time I’ve had at ACU
FOUR. Since this is my third FSC, this is also my third “At the Cutting
Edge” and my theme remains the same: the glass is still over half full
and rising.
I must confess that as FY05 started I was quite concerned about how
the Unit was going to stay ahead of readiness, maintainability, and
basic facilities management challenges in the days ahead. The 2005
ACU FOUR OPTAR grant was the lowest amount of funding provided
to the Unit since the 1980’s. I was having trouble trying to figure out
Captain Douglas W. Keiler
how we would make it through the fiscal year. It hasn’t been easy but
Commanding Officer
we’ve done it. We’ve done it for the same reasons I have extolled in
past “On Cushion” articles. We have a LCAC community that is totally committed to providing thoroughly
trained crews and well maintained LCAC to the operational fleet. The LCAC community is akin to a football
organization that has won the Super Bowl. N75 and the Program Office have been the team owners that
have authorized all the key support initiatives that have kept the ball rolling. The NSWC-PC and NSWC-CD
ISEAs have kept the equipment honed, despite the effects of aging and wear. PSNS-DB has kept the team
engine stroked by continuous design improvements. Our LCAC Supply community and SUPSHIP brethren
chip in and enhance the continuous improvement. And at the Tip of the Spear, the Unit’s sailors do whatever
it takes to keep the craft ready to answer the bell whenever needed.
In an amazingly austere financial environment, the progress that has been made this past fiscal year is
astounding. The ACU FOUR craft inventory has gone through a remarkable transformation. Over half the
inventory has received C4N upgrades and deep skirts and all craft will have C4N upgrades/deep skirts by
2008. Five SLEP craft are now at the Unit and the Field SLEPs have kicked in. I’m pleased to say that LN66’s are soon to be a distant memory as all current and future LCAC ESG deployments involve only craft
that have been outfitted with the C4N mods and deep skirts.
The future is bright as insightful N75/Program Office leadership has System Upgrade, SLEP, Field SLEP
and Phased Maintenance initiatives moving forward at rapid speed. I am particularly impressed with the
efforts that have gone into getting a viable Phased Maintenance program in place. SLEP will move the
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LCAC program forward and give the craft another 10 years of life. However, the Phased Maintenance
program is the essential ingredient that will provide the maintenance readiness continuity to keep the craft
going that are still a decade away from their Field SLEPs and help reduce the deferred maintenance delta.
While I am indebted to many folks within the community that have tirelessly supported ACU FOUR in a
marvelous manner, I have a special affinity to the men and women of ACU FOUR. Day in and day out I am
surprised and taken back by the entrepreneurial and innovative spirit that permeates the Unit. The Never
Say Never and indomitable attitude that pervades ACU FOUR makes it a joy to come to work each day. I
have learned to never underestimate a sailor’s ability to get beyond challenges that seem insurmountable. I
have witnessed success after success by turning the sailors loose, settling back and buckling up, and
watching as the marvels unfold.
It is with a great deal of sadness that I’ll be leaving the LCAC program. This tour has been second to none
in terms of job satisfaction, enjoyment, and professional enrichment. I have never seen another program
that is so dedicated to working together for the betterment of the ACUs. I will always look back on this
command opportunity with great pride and joy. The camaraderie, professionalism, and leadership evident in
the LCAC Program is above the rest. I have been honored to work with each and every one of you and
consider myself lucky that I have so many special friends as a result of my time here at ACU FOUR. Thank
you all for making the last two and a half years such a wonderful and special experience.

LCAC 60 delivers Marines and equipment of the 26th Marine Expeditionary
Unit to the USS KEARSARGE (LHD 3)
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Assault Craft Unit FIVE (ACU FIVE)

G

reetings from ACU FIVE. For the 30 LCACs in Camp
Pendleton and the six LCACs at ACU FIVE Det WESTPAC in
Sasebo, the past year has been extremely busy. Operations
this year have again demonstrated the value of LCAC to the Combatant and Operational Commanders. From continued operations in the
Arabian Gulf to disaster relief in Indonesia, LCAC remain on the cutting
edge, providing lift opportunities in some of the world’s most austere
operating conditions. Providing the Combatant and Operational Commanders fully manned and trained crews, our LCAC Dets have proved
their readiness to conduct combat and non-combat operations.
Since taking command in December, I have been constantly amazed
by the quality of our Sailors and the feats they accomplish on a daily
basis. From deployments and humanitarian aid to major craft overhauls, international training to community service closer to home, our
Sailors are making positive, lasting changes in today’s Navy.

Captain David J. Fontaine
Commanding Officer

In the past year, ACU FIVE has deployed 14 craft with the ESSEX, BONHOMME RICHARD and TARAWA
ESGs, providing support to FIFTH and SEVENTH Fleet Commanders. We have a five craft detachment
working up in preparation to deploy with the PELELIU ESG. ACU FIVE Dets have also participated in
Exercises CARAT and TALISMAN SABER, both in the Western Pacific.
During their deployment as part of the BONHOMME RICHARD ESG, ACU FIVE craft supported Operations
ENDURING FREEDOM and IRAQI FREEDOM in the FIFTH Fleet Area of Operations. Our craft helped to
protect Iraqi oil platforms in the Northern Arabian Gulf, off and onloaded Marines at the Kuwait Navy Base,
and conducted THUNDER VALLEY patrols off the coast of Iraq. They faced their biggest and most rewarding challenge when called upon to provide humanitarian aid and disaster relief to the victims of December’s
tsunami in Indonesia. Unaffected by bottom topography changes caused by the tsunami, LCACs proved
their worth by delivering aid over debris strewn beaches. In all, our LCACs delivered more than 3,000 tons
of humanitarian aid, easing the suffering to tens of thousands of survivors living near the affected coastline.
December also marked the first deployment of a LCAC that had completed the SLEP program. LCAC 44
deployed with the BONHOMME RICHARD ESG from December 2004 to June 2005. The success of LCAC
44 validated the incredible effort put forth by everyone in the LCAC community to keep the platform viable
well beyond its original 20 year design. Continuing trends that began during testing and pre-deployment
operations, LCAC 44 remained tremendously reliable and capable throughout its deployment, quickly
becoming a crew favorite. Providing enhanced Over-The-Horizon capabilities and increased capacity under
extreme weather conditions, LCAC 44 provided commanders valuable craft scheduling flexibility. When it
came to performing, LCAC 44 delivered. In six months, LCAC 44 transported more than 2,050 tons of
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cargo, more than half of which consisted of humanitarian aid delivered during Operation UNIFIED ASSISTANCE.
Continuing the trend started by LCAC 44, ACU FIVE inducted LCAC 42 into SLEP in May. Three more craft,
LCAC 43, 45, and 47, will be inducted into the program this year. The Systems Upgrade Program also
began this year with LCAC 57, 58 and 52. With major hull restoration and an upgraded communications
suite, Systems Upgrade will extend legacy craft viability well into the future. With upgrades completed,
LCAC 57 rejoined the Fleet, to be followed closely by LCAC 58 this Fall. With 14 additional craft slated to
commence Systems Upgrade and another 12 to commence SLEP in the next three years, the future of the
LCAC community is looking bright.
This is truly an exciting time to be involved in the LCAC program. The past year has seen several firsts: the
successful deployment of the first SLEP craft and induction of the first craft into the Systems Upgrade
Program. But it also marks the end of an era in training. After eight years of dedicated training with Japanese Maritime Self Defense Forces (JMSDF), ACU FIVE will graduate the final JMSDF Advanced Qualification Training class this month as Japan stands up its own organic training center. The chance to work with
our allies has been an extremely rewarding learning experience, and one that will not soon be forgotten.
As we look to the future, ACU FIVE stands ready to answer new challenges. This year, ACU FIVE crews
conducted testing with the Marine Corps Expeditionary Fighting Vehicle and the Mobile Landing Platform
designed to enable in-stream offload as part of the Sea Basing concept. In Japan, WESTPAC ALFA crews
anxiously await the FY07 groundbreaking for a new, advanced LCAC facility located in Yokose. With new
challenges on the horizon, and all the outstanding Sailors and civilians involved in the LCAC program, I am
excited and honored to be part of the team.

An LCAC passes by the guided missile frigate USS RODNEY M. DAVIS (FFG 60) on the South
China Sea
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milestones
ACU FOUR Deployments and Exercises

F

or ACU FOUR this has been a year of change. The year started with LCAC 71 and LCAC 86’s
participation in amphibious demonstrations as part of Quantico’s Marine Day, AND LCAC 36
conducted a static display for the Air Power over Hampton Roads at Langley Air Force Base. ACU
FOUR craft and personnel participated in Fleet Week New York aboard USS IWO JIMA (LHD 7). After
enjoying the hospitality of
New York, it was back to
work for the ACU FOUR
crews aboard IWO JIMA.
LCAC crews were placed
in an around the clock
stand-by off the coast of
Georgia as part of the
security detail for the G8
Summit. Concurrently,
LCAC 36, 51 & 84
embarked aboard USS
ASHLAND (LSD 48) for
Capability Exercises off
Onslow Bay, NC. As part of
this exercise, they
successfully demonstrated
the LCACs ability to carry
the British Challenger
Beachmaster, Boatswain's Mate 1st Class Bryan Elliott, helps on-load
Battle Tank.
heavy equipment from the 26th MEU to a LCAC
The SAIPAN Expeditionary Strike Group (ESG) along with LCAC 41, 46, and 53, part of ACU FOUR Det
ALPHA, were scheduled to relieve WASP ESG and deploy last fall. This group was unique in that they were
the first ESG that ACU FOUR had configured with complete system upgrades and deep skirts. Each LCAC
had the new radio and radar suite installed as well as the deep skirt. Unfortunately, under the flexible new
Fleet Readiness Plan (FRP), SAIPAN ESG did not deploy. They maintained their readiness as the Surge
Ready Deployer. In October 2004, SAIPAN ESG deployed as part of the Standing Naval Forces Atlantic
deployment to Halifax, Boston, and Mayport FL. SAIPAN ESG also worked up for three potential surges but
was turned off at the last minute each time.
This fiscal year also saw major changes in the ACU FOUR LCAC inventory. Last Fall ACU FOUR swung
into high gear with preparations to turn LCAC 26, 28, 39, and 40 over to TM&LS as part of the SLEP
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program. Original planning called for the craft to be shipped by barge to New Orleans. However, we
changed gears to save money and were able to use lifts of opportunity to transport the craft down to New
Orleans. Notable in the process was getting LCAC 39 to TM&LS. The craft had significant material
problems and had not operated in over three years. In a two month period, ACU FOUR maintainers, led by
GSCS Don Hainline, brought the craft back to life to be capable for transit.
Meanwhile, the Navy was unable to find a lift of opportunity to transport the first Textron SLEP craft (LCAC 2
and 25) to ACU FIVE. Therefore, the craft were turned over to ACU FOUR and added to our inventory. The
change of plans brought ACU FOUR into the SLEP transition world. The Unit has learned a lot about the
new SLEP craft since their arrival in late 2004 and the learning continues. In March 2005 the third SLEP
craft (LCAC 04) arrived, LCAC 07 was added in May, and LCAC 8 is expected around October.
2005 also brought more changes in system
upgrades and service life extensions. LCAC
35, 36, and 51 received complete systems
upgrades in preparation to deploy with
Nassau ESG in the fall of 2005. In June,
LCAC 37 commenced the first ever SLEP
to be conducted at ACU FOUR. A one year
effort, LCAC 37 will receive upgraded
equipment to virtually all of its systems from
engines to electronics. In September 2005,
LCAC 77 completed its systems upgrades
in order to deploy in 2006. This marks a
milestone for systems upgrades. LCAC 77
will be the first ACU FOUR LCAC to
incorporate a systems upgrade on a craft
equipped with a Navigation Data Integrator.

LCAC 55 maneuvers into position to enter the USS
KEARSARGE (LHD 3), embarked on a scheduled deployment conducting maritime security operations

On March 25, 2005 LCAC 27, 38, and 49
deployed aboard the USS KEARSARGE along with LCAC 55 and 60 aboard USS Ashland as part of the
KEARSARGE ESG. After completing exercises within SIXTH Fleet, Det BRAVO got some well-deserved
time off on Palma. Then transiting into FIFTH Fleet, Det BRAVO completed exercises in the Red Sea and
Horn of Africa before entering the Arabian Gulf. In the Gulf they offloaded troops into Kuwait Naval Base in
support of Operation Iraqi Freedom and the Global War on Terror. However, it did not end there. Det BRAVO
craft were used extensively to identify dhow sailing vessels in the Northern Arabian Gulf. At one point their
Personnel Transport Module was even used as a makeshift brig for detainees, until they could be
transferred ashore.
Back at home this Spring, Det DELTA began its workups to deploy with the NASSAU ESG. The crews of
LCAC 35, 36 and 51 were recognized for exemplary professional performance during the Basic Phase
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training cycle. The Det has also completed Intermediate Phase training,
and Capability Exercises off Onslow Bay, NC. Upon completion of their
certification, the NASSAU ESG craft will deploy aboard USS CARTER
HALL within a few weeks of this On Cushion publication.
Despite only one full ESG deployment, ACU FOUR has maintained a
high operational tempo. LCAC 15, 20, and 86 completed a 49 day
underway commitment as part of NATO exercises in the Baltic Sea.
This exercise provided some interesting operations. With the host ship
unable to enter the confined port, ACU FOUR LCAC conducted pierside
onloads utilizing cranes, a rarely utilized means of loading due to
inherent danger. Attention to detail and safety worked out well and the
LCAC completed their operations in a flawless manner.
Back stateside, LCAC 46 conducted amphibious demonstrations off the
Florida coast as part of Fort Lauderdale’s Fleet Week. LCAC 77 and 87
provided static displays for Fleet Week Boston. Meanwhile, LCAC 83
and 89 participated in static displays and amphibious demonstrations as
part of Marine Day in Quantico, VA. They also participated in the annual
DELMAR reserve training exercises. LCAC 46 and 67 conducted the
land based testing for the Multipurpose Landing Platform and Intergrated
Landing Platform. They had also previously conducted the sea-based
proof of concept testing of the Intergrated Landing Platform aboard the
USNS RED CLOUD. Along the way, ACU FOUR sailors also conducted
salvage operations in North Carolina, recovering a special warfare buoy
that had snapped its mooring. Finally, LCAC 86 and 67 conducted a
proof of concept operation with the Chemical Biological Radiological
Immediate Response Force in Washington, DC.
ACU FOUR played host to 73 tour groups and approximately 10,000
visitors. Visitors ranged from High School NJROTC units to high ranking
military officials. Additionally, the Tidewater Sports Car Club utilizes the
ACU FOUR ramp on a monthly basis to hold it’s Autocross racing
events, and the BMW Street Survival team completed annual driver
training on the ramp.
In summary, it’s been another busy year!

LCAC 86 recovers a buoy
that snapped its mooring in
Corrola, NC
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ACU FIVE Deployments and Exercises

A

CU FIVE continues to meet tasking both in the Continental United States and abroad. This year we
have supported Operational commanders in SEVENTH Fleet (Asia), FIFTH Fleet (SW Asia and
Western Africa) and THIRD Fleet (Eastern Pacific). We have overcome the obstacles of reduced
budgets caused by the Global War on Terrorism (GWOT), reduced craft caused by maintenance
upgrades, and preparations for reduced manning caused by the call for a more efficient Navy.
Global War on Terrorism

LCACs play a vital role in GWOT and Operation IRAQI FREEDOM. This year three different Det’s have
participated in missions in the Northern Arabian Gulf, in both logistic and tactical roles. Iraq has two oil
terminals off the Al Faw peninsula; these two terminals provide 85 percent of Iraqi revenue and are
invaluable for the
recovery of the Iraqi
nation. FIFTH Fleet has
been tasked with the
protection of this vital
infrastructure, a
responsibility which has
been delegated to the onscene Expeditionary
Strike Group (ESG). The
ESG Commanders have
come to realize the
LCAC is the perfect tool
to patrol the exposed oil
piping which feeds the
platforms; they can
transit the mud flats, are
all weather, present a
tangible presence and
are fast enough to be
ACU 5 LCAC off load Marines and equipment on board Kuwait Naval
hard targets. Some of the
Base in support of the Global War on Terrorism
same qualities make
them ideal for the logistics run to Kuwaiti Naval Base (KNB); the craft speed and load capability make them
more economical than helicopters and more frequent than the Military Sealift Command resupply vessels.
On 23 August 2004, within a week of receiving tasking, the Forward Deployed Amphibious Ready Group
and 31st Marine Expeditionary Unit (MEU) deployed to the U.S. Central Command area of responsibility in
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support of Operation IRAQI FREEDOM and the GWOT. The ESSEX ARG deployed with three LCAC in the
well of the ESSEX. The LCACs were the workhorse of the three-day MEU offload in KNB, then transitioned
immediately to GOPLAT defense. This short notice deployment turned into an eight month float, satisfying
the missions for MEU deployment and recovery, as well as their role in Operation IRAQI FREEDOM and
tsunami relief.
On 6 December 2004, ESG FIVE deployed with five LCACs to perform the same mission the ESSEX ARG
was conducting. After arrival off the coast of Kuwait, ESG FIVE offloaded 1.6 million tons of material and
the personnel of the 15th MEU over a three day span; they then took over the mission of GOPLAT security.
After several tense months in the NAG, ESG FIVE backloaded the MEU and began their transit home,
returning in June of 2005.
The third Det to deploy to the FIFTH Fleet AOR is Det CHARLIE; their deployment began in July of 2005
and while it is scheduled to follow the pattern of the previous two ESGs, their strike force of Marines,
aircraft, and landing craft make them a flexible tool for the area commander.
Tsunami Relief
On 26 December 2004, in the midst of ACU FIVE Western Pacific’s mission in Operation IRAQI
FREEDOM and while Det BRAVO was transiting to their mission in FIFTHFLT, a 9.1 magnitude earthquake
struck about 100 miles from the western coast of Indonesia's Sumatra island. The earthquake unleashed a
giant tsunami that swept the coasts of many Southeast Asian countries, killing many thousands of people
and leaving many more injured and homeless.
The two strike groups, along with their embarked LCACs, were called upon to support Operation UNIFIED
ASSISTANCE. The mission’s purpose was to deliver humanitarian aid and relief supplies to the tsunami
survivors in Indonesia. Craftmasters were forced to plan missions to beaches which bore no resemblance
to available charts and photographs, landing in areas strewn with wreckage and vegetation ripped
carelessly by the sea.
“It was such a depressing situation,” said Chief Operations Specialist (SW/AW) Jeff Hawley of WESTPAC
ALPHA. “The entire area was devastated.”
They quickly adapted to their new mission, delivering much-needed relief supplies to the tsunami survivors.
In just eight days, the landing craft and various helicopters moved more than eight million pounds of relief
supplies to Indonesia. In total from 18 January 2005 thru 8 February 2005, Essex delivered nearly six million
pounds of humanitarian aid and relief supplies to the tsunami victims, much of it by LCACs, while the LCAC
of ESG FIVE transferred over 1.23 million pounds of cargo and relief supplies ashore. Over 63,000 pounds
of bagged rice was manually loaded and unloaded by LC-44 and LC-80 crews.
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Once the Indonesian Government felt is was safe to assume the responsibility for the stricken areas, both
ESGs returned to the mission in the Gulf.
CARAT
Cooperation Afloat
Readiness and
Training (CARAT)
2005 is a series of bilateral exercises with
Malaysia, Indonesia,
Brunei, Philippines,
Thailand, and
Singapore designed
to enhance
interoperability of the
respective sea
services. This year
ACU FIVE supported
the exercise with two
Dets over two
phases, with Det
CARAT from Camp
Pendleton embarked
on USS BOXER and
WESTPAC ALPHA
supplying two craft to
the USS FORT
MCHENRY.

Aviation Machinist's Mate 2nd Class James Manning, assigned to the
Beach Master Unit, assists with the unloading of needed food, water, and
relief supplies to the citizens in the city of Meulaboh on the island of
Sumatra, Indonesia. The LCACs of ACU FIVE are capable of transporting
more supplies than helicopters in a single trip.

WESTPAC ALPHA
Embarked onboard USS FORT MCHENRY (LSD 43), LCAC 73 and LCAC 81 completed exercises in
Singapore and Thailand, during CARAT 2005. The Singapore Phase was the first phase of the series,
which started in late May.
CARAT is the most important annual exercise for the Singapore military. Most noteworthy is their interest in
the Navy LCAC. Their interest was especially keen this year, as they are in the process of adding LCAC to
their inventory. There were numerous tours given, answering a multitude of questions on training and
operations. Several RSN officers and officials were able to experience actual LCAC operations, riding
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LCAC 73 and LCAC 81 during several navigation runs and beach landings, demonstrating the mobility and
maneuverability at Sudong Island, a military training site for the Singapore armed forces.
While LCACs were important during the Singapore Phase, during the Thailand Phase they were the "Main
Event". During the Thailand phase everything revolved around the LCAC and the Amphibious Raid. Two
LCACs carrying 44 Royal Thai Recon Marines (RTM), and five Thailand AAV's carrying 52 RTM, landed
simultaneously at Had Yao Beach, Chonburi Province, southeastern Thailand. Once the Marines were
safely on the beach, they secured positions along the coastline and advanced inland to their exercise
objective of destroying a terrorist training camp and recovering contraband. "It was a pleasure, and quite
the experience, working hand-in-hand with the Royal Thai Navy and Marines," said Senior Chief Boatswains
Mate Alt, Officer in Charge. "From the beginning of the planning stages, to the completion of the final
objective, we worked together as one unit, for one goal".
WESTPAC ALPHA sent a second pair of LCACs to Indonesia aboard USS HARPERS FERRY for the
Indonesian phase of the exercise. Once again the LCAC played a significant role in two countries’
interoperability; demonstrating to the Indonesians the United States method of moving personnel and
equipment between ship and shore.
In addition to completing all missions safely, effectively, and professionally, the men of ACU FIVE Det
WESTPAC ALPHA proved to be true ambassadors of the U.S. Navy, and the LCAC program. Hosting
numerous tours, and operating with our allied forces, they took pride in showing off their craft and
demonstrating their skills and
knowledge, while interacting with
our companions from the different
countries.
Det CARAT sailed from Camp
Pendleton aboard the USS
BOXER to participate in exercise
TALISMAN SABER with the
Australians. TALISMAN SABER
began with the onload of 10
Australian Tiger Tanks in Darwin;
the two LCAC Dets completed
the evolution in half the time
allotted. The onload involved a 20
mile transit between BOXER and
Lee Point Beach. The next phase
of the exercise was the assault of
Sabina Beach in the Shoal Water
Basin Training Area. This assault

A Sailor assigned to the Beach Master Unit Western Pacific
directs an Indonesian Marine vehicle off a LCAC from the
amphibious dock landing ship USS HARPERS FERRY (LSD 49)
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consisted of a 20 mile transit, taking advantage of the LCACs Cver-the-Horizon capability to deliver 22 total
loads consisting of 900 Tons of equipment, 440 Australian Army Personnel, 4 Nighttime loads, and
familiarization runs for COMSEVENFLT and a portion of his staff, 3 Australian Brigadier Generals and
Commodore Thomas, who was Combined Forces Maritime Component Commander while embarked
Boxer.
Following the Australian exercise, BOXER and Det CARAT transited to Malaysia, for the Malaysian phase
of CARAT. After BOXER embarked Malaysian Marines during a port visit, the two craft of Det CARAT
delivered the 160 troops and their gear to the beach at Kuala Rompin, providing the Over-the-Horizon, high
speed service which ACU FIVE is known for throughout the world.
Local Operations
For those craft and crew which don’t deploy during the year, time was spent maintaining craft and honing
the skills necessary to meet any mission. ACU FIVE is also a force provider for the local commands,
supporting Expeditionary Warfare Training Group Pacific and Advanced Qualification Training with full
mission capable craft. Additionally, the crews have supported the Marines of Camp Pendleton and the Navy
SPECWAR with Service Allocations (SERVALS) to San Clemente Island, routinely making the 130 mile
round trip to provide tactical transportation to this key training ground.
ACU FIVE supported the public and enhanced the Navy’s image by providing a craft to Oceanside Military
Appreciation Day Festival on 21 May 2005. This event included an LCAC static display on a public beach,
complete with tours to approximately 10,000 “beach lookers” and their families. An LCAC also embarked
USS PELELIU in support of Seattle Sea Fair in August, providing a multitude of tours during the ship’s visit
to the Emerald City.
TARAWA ESG
ACU FIVE Det CHARLIE has been busy preparing for their mid summer deployment with ESG ONE. Led
by Officers in Charge CW04 Sinclair and CW02 Davis, and the AOIC MMCS(SW/AW) Hill, they’ve
successfully completed ESGEX, COMPTUEX and JTFX pre-deployment training evolutions. During these
exercises, Det CHARLIE completed numerous tactical back loads, assaults, raids and 16 continuous
hours of Thunder Valley Oil Platform Security Operations. This is a real-time exercise designed to keep
potential attackers and suspicious watercraft away from Iraqi oil platforms and their established safety
zones. This training helped Det CHARLIE prepare for what will undoubtedly be one of the most important
missions this detachment will be involved with during their upcoming deployment in support of the GWOT.
Det CHARLIE has proven that they are the most versatile unit that ESG ONE has at their disposal.
Regardless of how aggressive the operational timeline was, or how short-fused the mission, LCAC 79
crewed by BMC(SCW/SW) Grgetich, QM1(SW) Nicholas, GSM2(SW) Aldaco, BM1(SW) Bennett and
GSE3 Barnhart, and LCAC 82 crewed by GSMC(SW) Hopseker, QM1(SW) Maslak, GSE1(SW) Anderson,
BM1(SW) Fondevilla, and GSM2(SW) Rubiano with the Maintenance Division, and OS1(SW) Rogers the
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Det LPO coordinating operations from the Bridge,
conducted all requirements on time, without major
equipment casualties and managed to complete all
missions early, something that could not be
accomplished without a total team effort.
Det CHARLIE Maintenance Division has been working
hard at outfitting USS PEARL HARBOR with many
fabrications to improve the morale and welfare of the
ships crew and embarked troops. Not only has
Marine Corps 7 ton trucks offload at San
Maintenance Division assisted the ships force in some
Clemente Island for training exercises
of their own work by completing repairs to the ships
galley and the self-service laundry facilities washers and
dryers, but they have also fabricated and secured 15 TV stands throughout the ship. Hull Technician First
Class (Surface Warfare) Arrocena and HT2(SW) Delgado implemented a training and mentoring program
that they have incorporated into the ships own HT Shop, helping to cross train HT’s from both commands,
increasing the technical acumen of all involved. These accomplishments have shown Det CHARLIE’s
Maintenance Division is an excellent ambassador representing the quality focused professionals of ACU
FIVE to the USS PEARL HARBOR.
With a well-coordinated operating force, coupled with the hard charging Maintenance Division, Det
CHARLIE’s two craft detachment will no doubt successfully support all assigned operations in the GWOT.
Written by BM1 (SW) Edwin Bennett
Edited by YN1 Lonny Barrett

from the far side
ACU FIVE Brings Royal Thai Marines Ashore
SATTAHIP, Thailand (NNS) — Forty-four Royal Thai Marines (RTM) waged a strike at Had Yao beach here
June 25 after arriving in two U.S. Navy LCACs during an exercise Cooperation Afloat Readiness and
Training (CARAT) 2005 amphibious warfare assault scenario.
“The Marines seem motivated and ready to hit the ground running,” said Senior Chief Boatswain’s Mate
Steve Alt, officer-in-charge of ACU FIVE, Det WESTPAC ALFA aboard USS FORT MCHENRY (LSD 43), as
he prepared to get his craft up on cushion and transport the Marines two and one-half miles to the beach.
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The Marines were picked up by the LCACs the day before during an exercise rehearsal and transported to
FORT MCHENRY, where they spent the night before waging the sunrise assault. “The ship and the LCACs
seem to work systematically and very well as a team,” noted RTM Lt. Praiwan Janjae, officer-in-charge of
the 7th Battalion, 3rd Regiment. LCACs operate from well deck-equipped amphibious ships and move
troops, equipment and supplies from ship to shore and over the beach.
Thai forces also were transported to the beach from Amphibious Assault Vehicles (AAV) launched from the
amphibious support ship HTMS Sichang (LST 721), which was operating in tandem with FORT MCHENRY.
Although AAVs and LCACs play a similar role in transporting troops, the rides are different.
“The LCAC is faster than an AAV and it has
more room,” said Janjae. “LCACs make
my force feel fresh and good. If my force
feels good landing, then they are ready to
do their mission.” In preparation for the
mission, Beachmaster Unit (BMU) ONE,
Det WESTPAC, embarked in FORT
MCHENRY to support the LCACs, spent
two days and nights at the exercise site
ensuring the beach was ready for the
landing craft.
“We pick up debris along the beach in
Royal Thai Marines assault Had Yao Beach during a raid
order to provide a safe landing area for the
rehearsal in Thailand
craft, so the Marines who disembark don’t
get struck by flying debris stirred up by the
LCACs' propellers,” said Construction Mechanic 1st Class (SCW/SW/AW) Michael Jones, leading petty
officer of the Det aboard FORT MCHENRY.
Once the Marines were safely on the beach, a torrential downpour did not prevent them from securing
positions along the coastline and advancing inland to their objective, which was to destroy a simulated
terrorist training camp and recover contraband.
CARAT is a regularly scheduled series of bilateral military exercises between the U.S. Navy and the armed
forces of several Southeast Asian nations. Thailand is the second stop for the four-ship-strong U.S. Navy
CARAT task group led by Capt. Buzz Little, commander, Destroyer Squadron ONE. Approximately 1,200
U.S. personnel are participating in CARAT along with some 1,600 RTM and Royal Thai Navy troops. For
more on CARAT, visit www.clwp.navy.mil/carat2005. For related news, visit the Logistics Group Western
Pacific Navy NewsStand page at www.news.navy.mil/local/clwp/.
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hurricane katrina relief
Navy Deploys Amphibious Hovercraft to Transport Relief to Katrina’s
Victims
By Dan Broadstreet, Naval Sea
Systems Command Warfighting Center
Panama City Public Affairs
PANAMA CITY, FL (NNS) - Supported by
local merchants’ donations, Naval
Surface Warfare Center Panama City
(NSWC-PC) rallied personnel 31 August
2005 to load LCAC with food and fresh
water for transport to residents devastated by Hurricane Katrina.
AP Photo/The Dallas Morning News, Michael Mulvey
Currently, three LCACs from NSWC-PC
are participating in the relief effort. They are being crewed by NSWC-PC civilian and Navy personnel and by
Navy personnel from ACU FOUR from Little Creek Naval Amphibious Base, Norfolk, VA.
“The LCACs are capable of operating in relatively shallow water,” explained Capt. Vito Jimenez, the warfare
center’s commanding officer. Jimenez explained that that and the craft’s heavy load bearing capability
made it an ideal platform for the transport of people, heavy machinery, and emergency relief supplies.

An LCAC assigned to Beach Masters Unit Two, arrives on the beach to offload relief supplies for
the victims of Hurricane Katrina
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Official tasking for NSWC-PC’s mission came from the U.S. Northern Command’s Joint Task Force early
31 August 2005, according to Jimenez.
Steve Segrest, head of the expeditionary warfare department organized the acceptance of goods from the
local community and coordinated efforts to load supplies aboard the LCACs. The LCACs are operating
from USS BATAAN (LHD 5).
Segrest commended Panama City’s merchants for their rushed contributions of non-perishables.
“Panama City’s response was overwhelming,” Segrest said. “Almost all of our major supermarkets, as well
as Bay County’s District Schools, donated so generously that we just want to thank them for their compassionate assistance,” he said.
Donations also came from Sarasota, FL, according to Lt. j.g. James Bostik, officer-in-charge of LCAC 8,
assigned to the Little Creek, VA., based ACU FOUR. He added that a Sarasota company had donated
collapsible water bladders capable of holding up to 20,000 gallons of water.

LCAC 8 assigned to ACU FOUR, comes ashore on Barrancas Beach aboard
Naval Air Station Pensacola, FL, to pick up emergency supplies of water
and food to assist in the humanitarian effort following the devastating
aftermath of Hurricane Katrina
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bravo zulu
ACU FOUR
ACU FOUR SEA SAILOR OF THE YEAR 2004
BM1 (SW/AW) Donald B. Havyer
Petty Officer Havyer stood out among his peers as a successful leader
and mentor. He can be characterized by his flexibility, resourcefulness,
teamwork ethics, and by the fact he was the cornerstone behind LCAC
83 and Det CHARLIE’s successful deployment cycle as part of USS
WASP (LHD 1) Expeditionary Strike Group Two.

Donald B. Havyer

As Det CHARLIE’s LPO Petty Officer Havyer was committed to his
Team. He managed and led 54 Sailors and was personally responsible for organizing the Surface and Air
Warfare programs while deployed. This was no minor achievement. Petty Officer Havyer arranged personal training sessions and class room times to help his Sailors achieve their career goals, and this effort
led to 73 percent of the eligible personnel completing their qualifications and earning a new Warfare Designation. The USS WASP’s Warfare Qualification program is among the toughest ever seen, and Det
CHARLIE is such a small group of Sailors. Despite being small, efforts led to the Det accounting for an
enormous 9.5 percent of all warfare qualifications earned aboard WASP while on a seven month deployment to the Persian Gulf region supporting the Global War on Terrorism.
Petty Officer Havyer’s commitment to LCAC 83 was no less extraordinary. He prepared and transported
1,650 passengers and nine million pounds of equipment and cargo. The mission accomplishment rate
was 100 percent including the first ever ESGEX conducted at Eglin AFB Florida, and OPERATIONS SEA
DRAGON I & II, where WASP LCAC’s conducted more than two dozen ISR (Intel Surveillance & Recon)
missions supporting the confiscation and turnover of more than 500 small arms to local authorities.
Petty Officer Havyer’s year didn’t end there, as he’s just as committed to his family and community. Petty
Officer Havyer is married to Kami Havyer, our Command’s Ombudsman, has four active children, and is an
active community member. He volunteers his time in the Adopt-A-School program at Lynnhaven Middle
School, has been a soccer and baseball coach, Sunday School Teacher, Church work group volunteer, and
participated in many other activities.
Petty Officer Havyer’s Team oriented leadership style maximized all available assets, maintained high crew
morale, and ensured ACU FOUR maintained a 100 percent mission readiness rate. His concept of leadership can overcome any challenge it faces, and his selection as ACU FOUR’s Sea Sailor of the Year was
very much well deserved. Congratulations Petty Officer Havyer.
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ACU FOUR SHORE SAILOR OF THE YEAR 2004
YN1 (SW/AW) Jennifer M. Baker
Petty Officer Baker was selected as ACU FOUR’s Shore Sailor of the
Year for 2004. Petty Officer Baker demonstrated exceptional leadership
and organizational skills as the Command Legal Yeoman, Security
Yeoman, and Maintenance Department Yeoman. Her untiring efforts
and professionalism were evident as she served as the Acting Legal
Officer for 654 Sailors during a three month billet gap. She oversaw the
legal matters with exceptional results and flawlessly processed numerous NJPs and six Administrative Separation Boards.
Petty Officer Baker single-handedly revitalized the Command’s Personnel Security Program with sound judgment, tact and personal commitJennifer M. Baker
ment. She processed a backlog of 70 security clearance applications
in an impressive three month period. She is an inspiration and primary mentor for three junior Sailors.
Petty Officer Baker’s collateral duties included Duty Section Leader, Sexual Assault Victim Intervention
(SAVI) Advocate, Secretary of the First Class Petty Officer’s Association and Administrative Department
Training and Safety Petty Officer. In addition to Petty Officer Baker’s busy schedule, she flawlessly planned
and executed the Children’s Christmas party, coordinated the annual “Clean the Bay Day” and “March of
Dimes Walk America”, and participated in the “Kids Vote 2004”. She continues her off-duty education and
is currently working on her Associates Degree. Petty Officer Baker’s unwavering pride, dedication and
professionalism are unmatched.
Bravo Zulu Petty Officer Baker on a job well done!
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ACU FIVE
ACU FIVE SEA SAILOR OF THE YEAR 2004
HT1 (SW) Mark L. Johnson
During this past year, Petty Officer Johnson’s exceptional leadership
and technical expertise has been widely respected and recognized
throughout the command. His unprecedented drive and dedication to
duty has had a significant impact on ACU FIVE’s material readiness
and personnel development.

Mark L. Johnson

Petty Officer Johnson is a true professional who has consistently displayed a positive attitude and the
strongest desire to take charge of any situation allowing him to demonstrate his positive attributes. His
superior efforts over the past year solidified his selection as ACU FIVE Sea Senior Sailor of the Year.
Performing as 3rd Division Maintenance Chief, he demonstrated his superior ability to lead nearly 70
personnel while managing limited resources and accomplishing over 400 time sensitive and mission
critical structural weld repairs. His leadership and work ethics proved to be nothing short of spectacular.
Petty Officer Johnson efficiently led the rapid completion of over 300 mechanical, 135 electrical repairs, and
six TF40B engine change outs to eight LCAC. Additionally, his proactive leadership and commitment to
command mission were instrumental in the emergent repair of LCAC 65 deep skirt. This task was completed well ahead of schedule and enabled the craft to deploy in support of RIMPAC 2004. His outstanding
leadership and motivational skills also led to the first ever completion of IMA level repairs to LCAC 67’s three
mooring chocks and two mooring bits by Operations Maintenance personnel, ultimately saving ACU FIVE
over $83,000 in contractor costs.
Committed to command involvement, Petty Officer Johnson is actively involved as a Career Counselor,
Financial Specialist, Education Services Officer, and a member of the Command Assessment Team. His
off duty community involvement includes Ocean Beach Community Beautification Project, Webster Works
Beach Cleanup project, and ACU FIVE Adopt-a-Highway Project.
HT1 (SW) Johnson currently holds a Master Degree in Business Administration from Webster University
and Bachelor of Science Degree from the University of Maryland. His ultimate goals are to advance to
Chief or proceed with any program leading to a commission.
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ACU FIVE SHORE SAILOR OF THE YEAR 2004
GSE1 (SW) Adelbert A. Bartolo
GSE1 Bartolo has accomplished many great achievements at ACU
FIVE. He supervised the training and qualification of five Ship Repair
Facility Detachment, Sasebo Japan personnel in SISCAL. He repaired
over $211K worth of electronic equipment. He administered 10 Command Indoctrination courses providing vital training to 150 new
crewmembers. GSE1 Bartolo spearheaded the Command E-3 through
E-6 Advancement training program, and supervised and lead the
Adelbert A. Bartolo
training of 50 personnel to better train them in both in-rate and general
military training. 22 of the people who attended his training have advanced. He was charged with supervising two SISCAL teams, which had the responsibility for SISCAL of 36
LCACs.
As 51B LPO, GSE1 Bartolo supervised the completion of (11) AER 470, (6) AER 451, setting standards of
excellence. GSE1 Bartolo supervised the replacement on 47 cables on LCAC 17. He was responsible for
the qualification of five SISCAL Team members and four Team Leaders. As the Command Citizenship
Representative, he assists, tracks, and reviews applications for citizenship before submission to U.S.
Citizenship and Immigration Services. He is currently tracking (23) applications, and has helped 14 of his
shipmates in obtaining their U.S. citizenship.
As the designated Command METCAL Coordinator, he supervised and maintains the effective Field Calibration of 450 line items both standards and non-standard equipment’s and ensures the commands
METCAL readiness program is maintained above 95 percent. He performed the extensive electronic repairs
of 24 TF40B Engine Fuel CCA’s saving $96K in parts. He was instrumental in the marinization and inspection of 15 APU Generators and the modification of 10 APU Harness, repair of five LCAC AMS Keyboard
saving $322K in replacement cost.
Command Adopt-a-Highway Coordinator, he headed a total of (12) Adopt-a-highway cleanups. He is a
Christian youth advisor, Worship Team Guitarist, and conducts Bible study to 12 children ages 10-12 years
old. Currently enrolled in Palomar College pursuing an Associates Degree in Liberal Arts and Sciences.
Completed apprenticeship Program (USMAP) Hydroelectric Machinery Mechanic (4000 hours) from the
U.S. Department of Labor. Enrolled in the USMAP Power Plant Operator (6000 hours).
ACU FIVE is lucky to have GSE1 Bartolo on board.
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engineering and technology
developments
ACU Engineering and Technology Developments

A

CU FOUR has approved five Beneficial Suggestions (BENESUGGs) since the 2004 Fleet Support
Conference. These suggestions have saved countless dollars. The following is a short summary
of the initiatives:

35 MTC Gripe Repair/Alteration: BM1 Neal
During an inspection of the 35 MTC gripes, it was discovered that
30 gripes out of the 216 owned by Det TWO had broken or
missing safety latches.
ACU FOUR currently has 36 LCACs and the Craft Allowance List
requires each craft to have 35 gripes, for a total of 1260.
To replace a 35MTC gripe if the safety latch is broken or missing
costs $435.00 per gripe, but if you just purchase only the three
inch safety latch the cost is $7.25, a savings of $427.75 is realized. This three inch, safety latch can be purchased from J.
Henry Holland which conforms to LCAC Advisory # 02-04.

An LCAC gripe

New Blow-In Door Test Equipment: GSM1 Schmelling
Current test equipment to perform the main engine blow-in door testing is cumbersome, heavy and requires 110 VAC that cannot be supplied from an onboard source.
I performed extensive research to find a more suitable piece of test equipment for use on the LCAC and
found a hand held digital manometer that appears to be more suitable for this application. I personally
purchased the manometer and a simple hand operated vacuum pump. I performed the test with the new
set up to validate my idea and found it to be easier to perform and more accurate with the digital read out
than the current test equipment. In addition, the man-hours to do the test were cut in half. I reported my
findings to ACU FOUR’s NAVSEA On-site Representative (OSR), and he agreed that it made the test
easier, more practical and saved man-hours. He took the information to forward to NAVSEA for approval.
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This suggestion can be used on all LCAC. The current test equipment costs
$642.55, while the new test set costs $144.99. The break even point for investing in
the new test set would be in the number of man-hours (X the rate per man-hour of
the technician) saved in performing this test with the new test set that is currently
required to be performed every 25 hours of main engine operation. After the break
even point is reached, the dollars associated with the test taking half the man hours
that it currently takes would be a continuing cost savings.
LCAC Rudder Bearing Removal: GSW1 (SW) Benhayon
Digital Manometer
Propeller Shroud Tech Manual, S9246-AA-MMA-010, paragraph 6-9b, 1-7 states,
“…to remove rudder bearings, …press out old bearing, being careful not to damage holes.” A variety of
tools and methods have been tried to remove rudder bearings: to include hammers and punches, bottle
jacks, heat, and various cutting and grinding tools. All have been used with varying degrees of success.
For the lower rudder fitting, the method of choice has been to place a hydraulic bottle jack on the deck and
use appropriate spacers to force the bearing out, applying heat as required. This usually bends the rudder
fitting and/or shroud where the rudder fitting attaches, puts a great deal of stress on the prop shroud and
the deck in an area not designed to carry loads placed on them in this manner, and the bearing tends to
pop out uncontrollably.
Recommend fabricating a tool that eliminates stress and prevents damage to the shroud and deck, works
on the upper and lower fittings, catches the rudder bearing and provides a solid surface to support a hydraulic jack.
A spacer to fit the bearings that will do this job has been made from 3/4 inch carbon stainless steel. A 4
inch porta-power jack is the only store bought/ready made tool required. The tool fits the upper and lower
fitting short end and is designed to capture the bearing. The long end accommodates the porta-power jack
and the spacer to fit the bearing. When using this set-up, if the hydraulic power unit fails to move the
bearing itself, the judicious application of heat from an electric heat gun to the rudder fitting will aid in the
bearing removal.
The use of this tool requires only one person, and he/she can have a bearing out in approximately 15
minutes versus 1-3 hours per rudder fitting using whatever hand tools may be available. It also prevents
damage to the deck, shroud, and rudder fittings by stressing only the fitting.
Contact Joe Greene at ACU FOUR for further information.
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Naval Surface Warfare Center - Panama City (NSWC-PC) Engineering
and Technology Developments
LCAC LIGHT WEIGHT ARMOR

T

he LCAC ISEA at NSWC-PC is designing and procuring portable
armor kits that will replace the majority of the armor on the LCAC
with lighter weight armor and extend armor coverage to the
outboard bulkhead of the P&E Module and the aft end of the Command
Module; both of which are currently unprotected. After an extensive
market survey to determine the state of armor technology, a formal RFP
was released soliciting proposals for armor that would satisfy the LCAC
requirements.
As a result of this competitive process, the LCAC armor contract was
awarded to Ceradyne Inc. of Costa Mesa, CA in February 2005. The
armor panels proposed by Ceradyne have a weight of 9 pounds per
square foot of coverage. The Ceradyne armor offers a 34 percent weight
reduction when compared with the legacy LCAC armor panels that weigh
in excess of 13 pounds per square foot. Ceradyne delivered the first
article armor panel to NSWC-PC on 6 June 2005. Ceradyne started
Light Weight Armor Panel
production of the LCAC lightweight armor panels in late August after
successfully completing both environmental and ballistic testing of their first article panel,
NSWC PC conducted a test installation of the armor, using mock panels, on a SLEP craft at Panama City
during the month of September. Following the test installation, a design review was held with PMS377J and
Fleet representatives to brief them on the test installation and to solicit feedback on the proposed design.
Ceradyne is scheduled to deliver six sets of armor panels in late October, five sets in late November, and
five sets in late December for a total of 16 sets of light weight armor panels.

Comprehensive System Vibration Study
The objective of the Comprehensive System Vibration Study is to evaluate the effect of various propulsion
train component vibrations on other component parts of the LCAC. Vibrations being evaluated include but
are not limited to the lift fan and propeller systems. Each component inducing vibration is being evaluated
to determine the discrete impact that component has on its own shaft line and the structural components
supporting the shaft line.
A mathematical LCAC drive train modal model is being developed using NASTRAN Finite Element Analysis
(FEA) software. The modal model is currently running and providing good answers in terms of modal
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natural frequencies. It is in the
final stages of adjustment to more
closely match experimental
shapes developed from modal
testing on LCAC 66 in September
2004.

LCAC NASTRAN drive train model

The model will be capable of
accurately predicting specific shaft
line modes and the resulting
displacement values of specific
nodes within the shaft line. These
displacement values will be input
into detailed models of various
structural components along the
shaft line as shown below for the
lift fans:

The resulting modes and displacements will again be input into FEA models of the shaft line structural
components. Several scenarios of shaft line imbalance and their effects will be evaluated using the model.
This includes, but is not limited to lift fan and propeller imbalances.
It is anticipated that this model will be used in the future to accurately analyze the response of craft structural modifications to drive train
resonances and the modification’s
effect on drive train resonances.
One example will be the use of
this model to analyze the drive
train response of a composite
propeller shroud being developed
under the LCAC Composite
Propeller Shroud Foreign Comparative Testing (FCT) Program. It
is anticipated that the composite
shroud will be stiffer and the
Comprehensive Vibration model
will be used to analyze how this
stiffness change will affect the
LCAC drive train.
Detailed model of the LCAC lift fan structure
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Foreign Comparative Testing (FCT) Program For LCAC Composite Propeller Shroud
The current LCAC shroud design is a stiffened aluminum structure assembled primarily with rivets. This
shroud is susceptible to corrosion and is labor intensive to build and repair. Spare parts for the shroud are
expensive and are becoming increasingly difficult to obtain from the Original Equipment Manufacturer
(OEM). In response to this set of difficulties, the Navy is pursuing a composite propeller shroud design
through the Foreign Comparative Testing (FCT) program sponsored by the International Programs Office.
The FCT program will introduce composite structures technology to provide a potential replacement for the
LCAC shroud, advance LCAC shroud technology, and reduce shroud maintenance. The application of
composite materials on hovercraft has already been tested by the Finnish Navy on their T-2000 hovercraft.
The T-2000 design successfully reduced weight
and eliminated susceptibility to corrosion. The T2000 utilizes composite structures for the super
structure and propeller shrouds.
The new Composite Shroud design will be based
on the specifications and interface requirements
of the current LCAC shroud to allow for easy
replacement of the shroud without requiring
modifications to other craft systems and attachment structures. In addition, NSWC-PC has
taken this opportunity to introduce some minor
performance enhancements. The leading edge
profile of the shroud will be changed to reduce
drag and the stators will be changed to a constant
cross section airfoil that will provide a small thrust
enhancement and also allow for more structurally
rugged stator connections to the shroud than
does the current design.

Composite Propeller Shroud

Under the NSWC-PC effort with PMS377 guidance, three foreign vendors are currently developing proposals to construct a composite shroud for the U.S. Navy. One or two of the companies will be selected to
produce a single shroud. The new shroud, or shrouds, will be shipped to NSWC-PC for testing and evaluation on LCAC 66. Testing is anticipated to begin around January 2007. Thrust evaluations and underway
testing will validate the structural and thrust performance capabilities of the composite propeller duct. After
testing is complete, a recommendation will be made to the International Programs Office and PMS377 as
to the viability of utilizing composite propeller shrouds on an LCAC.
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Communication Antenna Improvement
NSWC-PC conducted tests with the LCAC Communications Antennae to determine if the performance of
the communications antennae could be improved.
It was learned during testing that the VHF
antenna located on the Personnel and
Equipment Module experiences interference
from the craft structure. Relocating the
antenna to a new ground plane above the Port
Lift Fan Module eliminates the craft structure
interference. Operational test determined the
new antenna provides reliable VHF
communications up to 30 nautical miles range.
Tests were also conducted with the UHF blade
antenna located on the Command Module.
Relocating this antenna to the new ground
New UHF and VHF antennas on the ground plane
plane also eliminated the craft structure
interference and optimized UHF
communications for ship-to-air and close by ship-to-ship communications.
A new HF Whip antenna was placed on the Personnel and Equipment (P&E) Module to communicate out
to 100 nautical miles using HF ground wave. The test results were inconclusive, so more HF antenna
testing is required to confirm that the current solution is reliable and significantly improves HF
communications performance.
Replacement Man-On-the-Move (MOM) Radio
The LCAC SABER-R-LCS portable radios known as the Man-On-the-Move (MOM) radios are no longer
being manufactured or supported but a replacement MOM radio has been fielded at NSWC-PC. The
replacement MOM radio is Motorola’s top of the line portable radio model XTS5000.
NSWC-PC designed new MOM radio mounts and improved battery chargers, conducted operational tests,
and developed craft alteration 516K drawings to install the XTS5000 radio on the LCAC. MOM radio testing
established that the radio is capable of communicating at a range of three miles and surpasses the required 1500 yard range from the ships well deck.
Each LCAC has three MOM radios onboard. Two MOM radios are placed in chargers in the Personnel and
Equipment Module and ready for emergency use with the life rafts if needed using the roving adapter
cables. One MOM radio is located in a base station in the Command Module and connected to the craft
external communication system, but can be extracted for off craft use. The MOM radios are essential to
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communicate with the ships well deck control
for well deck entry and exit, the assault craft
unit ramp marshal for safe ramp maneuvering,
and other LCACs in close range for tactical
communications.
The replacement MOM radio will be installed
during C4N system upgrades and the Service
Life Extension Program (SLEP). Each MOM
comes preprogrammed with the three
SEAOPS frequencies for continuity. The
bridge-to bridge channel, Channel 13, 16, 79A,
80A, 20A, 82A, and local weather channels are
also preprogrammed for operator convenience.

MOM base station in the command module

For more information on the replacement MOM radios, contact Richard Broadwater at NSWC-PC, Code
E31, DSN 436-5441.
RT-1794 Radio upgrade/differences
The LCAC VHF/UHF communication system will be upgraded in FY06 with RT-1794(C) radios. The RT1794(C) radio is an advanced VHF/UHF multimode radio that is an upgrade from the RT-1556B radio.
NSWC-PC installed the RT-1794(C) radio on LCAC 91 to evaluate equipment fit, conduct operational
tests, develop the craft alteration 517K drawings, and operational test procedures.
Enhancements over the previous radio include embedded secure crypto functions, eliminating the need for
external KY-100 crypto computers and remote controls, Built-In-Test (BIT) for constant monitoring of the
most critical functions, and operator initiated BIT for less critical functions. The modular software and
hardware configuration of the radio lend themselves to easy upgrades for added capability.
Embedded UHF DAMA SATCOM capabilities are available for future upgrades by adding an AM-7526/ARC
radio frequency amplifier, MX11745/ARC diplexer and a SATCOM antenna. SATCOM capabilities add
dedicated 25kHz UHF SATCOM from 243 through 270 MHz (FM receive), and dedicated 5kHz UHF
SATCOM and 5 or 25kHz Demand Assigned Multiple Access (DAMA) UHF SATCOM from 291 through 318
MHz (FM transmit).
Current day communication systems must be able to communicate with platforms of other services and
nations to provide total force interoperability. In both design and performance, the RT-1794 meets the
heightened requirements for effective, reliable, and secure communications in the modern, fast-moving
tactical environment.
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AADS on LCAC
The AADS Project Office has requested that AADS be included as an integral part of the LCAC C4N suite.
As part of the software development effort for LCAC C4N Block Cycle 5 (BC5) software, this request may
soon become a reality.
The initial AADS system was called the Command and Control System for Over-The-Horizon Amphibious
Assault (AN/KSQ-1). This system used a Marine Corps real time system called PLRS (Position Location
Reporting System) to track Navy and Marine Corps assets during amphibious assault operations. PLRS
tracked the position of friendly units equipped with a Basic User Unit (BUU) by using three static reference
points. Since static reference points were not feasible at sea, the AN/KSQ-1 system fed GPS position
report to the PLRS system. These data were used by a PLRS Master Station (MS) as dynamic reference
points to calculate the position of other units in the area of operations. With AN/KSQ-1 and PLRS, the CIC
operators had an up to date and accurate position of units equipped with a BUU. The PLRS system also
had a limited text messaging capability that allowed the CIC and LCAC operators to communicate without
the need for voice channels. On amphibious ships (LHDs, LPDs, LSDs, and LHAs), the data from the AN/
KSQ-1 system were displayed on dual monitors of a ruggedized workstation rack. This workstation was
eventually integrated into the ship’s network thus providing AN/KSQ-1 tracks to the GCCCS-M LAN.
Around the same time the Marine Corps fielded PLRS, the Army began development of an enhanced data
radio with the capabilities to provide Situational Awareness (SA) information as well as relatively fast digital
communications. This radio was called the Enhanced PLRS [(E)PLRS] User Unit. Since the BUU was
going to be phased out, the AN/KSQ-1 system converted to (E)PLRS as its situational data sensor. The
initial (E)PLRS system configuration with AN/KSQ-1 maintained a central processing computer to calculate
the real-time position of EPLRS equipped units. This computer was called the (E)PLRS Net Control
Station (NCS). However, the NCS was only a temporary stepping stone as the ARMY had in the works an
improved version of the (E)PLRS radio that did not require an NCS.
With the release of a new and improved (E)PLRS radio and the NCS becoming obsolete, the AN/KSQ-1
project went through a technology refresh employing the Spiral Development Model. This technology
refresh combined the equipment and capabilities configured in several racks (3 to 4) into a single rack
reducing the footprint on the amphibious ship by 80 percent. Additional benefits include a reduced number
of operators required, a reduce antenna array on the ships by 50 percent, and it reduced the ship’s environment requirements such as power and air conditioning. The (E)PLRS manufacturer, Raytheon, was able
to associate previous NCS functions into the radio as well as a laptop computer named the (E)PLRS Net
Manager (ENM) thereby eliminating the need for the NCS. The (E)PLRS radios calculate their position
information and disseminate it into the (E)PLRS network of radios using the digital communications capability. The AADS (E)PLRS radios are part of that network allowing collection of the network PLI database.
The system continues to require known positions to enable solution of multiple equations with multiple
unknowns. The known positions are those of the radios interfacing with the ship/craft navigation systems
(i.e. GPS receivers, NAVSSI, etc).
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The module that resides within the AADS single rack that interfaces with the ship’s navigation system is
currently called the “J-Box.” The J-Box has the “smarts” that previously required a TAC-4 computer and
interfaces with the ship’s LAN as well. The J-Box is also part of the amphibious craft configuration connecting to the craft navigation and (E)PLRS radio. It is the J-Box that will interface with the LCAC C4N suite
providing the network’s PLI
database as well as a
conduit to the (E)PLRS
radios to other (E)PLRS
radios in the network.
The LCAC C4N Project at
NSWC-PC is starting to
integrate the AADS system
into the LCAC C4N suite.
The initial interface will
provide, at a minimum, the
ability to see all the AADS
tracks on the navigator’s
display (i.e. Real-Time
Situation Awareness ).
Although the detailed requirements have not been established at this point, the
interface could provide
additional capabilities to the
LCAC including:

An LCAC enters the well deck of the amphibious assault ship USS
BOXER (LHD 4) to deliver Australian Army equipment



Automatic updates of mission plans



Text message communications with other (E)PLRS users



Track correlation between AADS tracks and radar contacts that are on the navigator’s and
operator’s screens



Recording of situational awareness data from AADS by the Common Data Recorder (CDR)

The AADS Project In-Service-Engineering-Agent (ISEA) and the LCAC C4N Project, both located at NSWCPC, will be working closely to develop a solution that provides situational awareness data to the LCAC
Navigator by the first quarter of FY08.
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Naval Surface Warfare Center - Philadelphia (NSWCCD) Engineering
and Technology Developments
LCAC Hybrid Drive Train

N

SWCCD-SSES Philadelphia investigated the feasibility of operating a TF40B and an ETF40B sideby-side in the same drive train to determine if TF40B engines could serve as additional spares for
SLEP LCAC. Testing was performed on
LCAC 91 to evaluate the effectiveness of a hybrid
drive train. Test objectives included: (1) prove
that a FADEC-configured TF40B can be installed
in an ETF40B engine module, (2) verify CAMS
can simultaneously recognize and control two
different engine models, and (3) ensure the
mechanical coupling of different engines does not
damage drive train components.
A FADEC-TF40B from LCAC 2 was installed in
LCAC 91’s engine position two. The port drive
train was operated both clutched and declutched,
single and dual engine, on the ramp and underway. The results were that all control system and
LCAC 91 TF40B Hybrid Drive Train testing
operational tests were successful. Ramp tests
proved that FADEC, CAMS and the transmission
could effectively control and deliver power from a hybrid plant. The 374,000-pound craft weight underway
test showed that craft performance is not severely degraded by one TF40B. Since the power turbines,
output shafts, and control systems are identical for the two engine models, the hybrid drive train was
invisible to craft operations.
A hybrid kit is required to facilitate TF40B installation in an ETF40B craft. This kit contains the parts necessary to convert a standard TF40B power producer group to a FADEC-TF40B and to install it in the engine
module. The parts that are left over after this installation will remain with the craft to enable reinstallation of
an ETF40B. From a craft crew’s standpoint, flying with three ETF40Bs and one TF40B will only be noticed
by a slight reduction in payload capability. With the successful completion of testing and the availability of
hybrid kits, a FADEC-configured TF40B can be used as an emergency spare engine for SLEP craft.

LCAC Waterwash System
The LCAC on-line waterwash system was developed to improve the reliability and effectiveness of washing
the LCAC engines while at a low acquisition cost. In the past 10 years, there have been five additional craft
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alts to modify the original system. This has led to multiple waterwash configurations throughout the LCAC
community. The entire waterwash system has now become maintenance intensive with low reliability. Most
craft have further modified their waterwash systems after repeated component failures. Currently, each
craft has a unique waterwash configuration with minimal change documentation and varying degrees of
functionality.
To reduce maintenance and improve functionality, the LCAC community has requested the online system
be disabled and the crafts restored to their original waterwash configuration. NSWCCD-SSES Philadelphia
and PSNS Det Boston developed a modified waterwash configuration based Fleet recommendations.
Currently PSNS Det Boston is developing CRAFT ALT 519 to modify the LCAC waterwash system. This
alteration will modify the various waterwash installations into a common configuration that will not include
on-line wash capabilities. It will restore rinse capabilities to the APUs, and allow the crew to perform detergent washes with an onboard tank or portable wash cart. These changes will also simplify the waterwash
control system, allow the user to easily troubleshoot failed components, and increase waterwash reliability
and effectiveness.

Three LCAC assigned to ACU FOUR prepare to enter the well deck aboard the USS KEARSARGE
(LHD 3). The KEARSARGE ESG and the 26th MEU are participating in ESG exercises in preparation for deployment.
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meet the osr’s
ACU FOUR OSRs
Donald Hainline
Originally from Missouri, I joined the Navy in 1985 at the age of 17. After completing “A” school, I went to
ACU FOUR in Panama City, FL. During my time at the Unit I was a Det maintenance GSE, a Craft Engineer, and a Craftmaster. I retired in February of this year with a total of 20 years in the Navy, 19 of which
were in the LCAC community. Unable to get enough LCAC, I became the NSWC-PC HM/E On Site Rep
here at ACU FOUR in March of this year. I look forward to meeting the new personnel and the possibility of
enjoying another 20 years with the LCAC.
Steven Dunaway
I hail from a small town in central Illinois and joined the Navy in 1985. In 1998 I was stationed at ACU FOUR
in the Seaside ET shop and deployed with Det ”B” onboard the USS WASP. I transferred to instruct at ET
“A” school in 2001 then to ACU FIVE in 2004. I retired from the Navy in February 2005 and decided to leave
the sunny comfortable weather of San Diego for the nor’easters and high humidity of Norfolk, to become
the NSWC-PC C4N On Site Rep (ACU FOUR). I have always enjoyed working at ACU FOUR and look
forward to the many challenges as the community transitions to more technologically superior craft.
John Seals Sr.
Like Don Hainline, I too was born and raised in Missouri but have lived in the Hampton Roads Virginia area
since 1976. I enlisted in the Navy in April of 1970 attending Boot Camp at Great Lakes and Damage Control
“A” School in Philadelphia. I became an HT when
the DC and SF rates were combined in 1973,
earning a NEC in high pressure pipe welding at
32nd Street in San Diego in 1975. Thirty years
later, after serving on 12 different ships and two
other shore commands, I came to ACU FOUR
as the Maintenance Officer, where I retired in
August of 2001. That same year I went to work
for Marine Systems Corp. of Boston, MA. I am
currently assisting the PSNS-DB OSR at ACU
FOUR. I find working in the LCAC program one
of the most challenging and rewarding experiences of my career.

Don Hainline, Steve Dunaway, John Seals
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human interest
ACU FIVE Achieves Unprecedented Milestone

BM2 Stormo, QMC Dawley, GSE2 Graven, GSE3 Lyon, GSE Sturre, HTCS Kostelney, Lt. Brown (l to r)

T

he month of March is nationally recognized and dedicated to remembering the achievements of
women in history. This year, ACU FIVE added another page to the history books, when the first all
female LCAC crew went feet wet on LCAC 64.

LCAC 64’s all female crew consisted of LT Brown, Detachment Officer in Charge, HTCS(SW/AW)
Kostelny, Craft Master, GSE2(SW) Graven, Craft Engineer, QM1(SW/AW) Dawley, Navigator, BM2(SW)
Stormo, Load Master, and GSE3(SW) Sturre and GSE3(SW) Lyons as Deck Mechanics.
Detachment Officer in Charge, LT Sonya Brown, a California native from San Bernardino joined the Navy in
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November 1988 and was commissioned through Enlisted Commissioning Program in December 1999
after graduating from San Diego State University. LT Brown stated, “I am excited and proud to see and
experience the advances and strides women have made in the Navy during my Naval career.”
Craft Master, Senior Chief Nancy Kostelny, is the only female LCAC Craft Master in the Navy. She has
completed two WESTPAC Deployments as a Craft Master; the first was in December 2001 with the
BONHOMME RICHARD Amphibious Ready Group and the second in January 2003 with Amphibious Task
Force West, in support of Operation IRAQI FREEDOM. She also recently deployed as the Leading Chief
Petty Officer for RIMPAC 2004. One of Senior Chief Kostelny’s goals since being assigned to ACU FIVE
was to operate with an all-female crew. After their mission, Senior Chief Kostelny said, “ I have been
waiting and watching the women at ACU FIVE and those on the ships I have deployed with work towards
achieving qualifications in the LCAC community. This year my wish came true.”
Craft Engineer GSE2(SW) Graven, from Ontario, CA joined the Navy in March of 1998 and reported to ACU
FIVE in August of 2001, completing Deck Mechanic school in March 2002, and becoming Deck Mechanic
qualified in May 2002. Not stopping there, she requested LCAC Engineer School and was qualified as a
LCAC Engineer in March of 2004. “Going from Deck Mechanic to LCAC Engineer has been the biggest
challenge of my life. “Being surrounded by so many strong women hopefully shows other women that
there is still many opportunities out there,” stated Graven.
Assigned to ACU FIVE in 2005, Petty Officer Dawley is one of only two female Navigators in the LCAC
Program. Originally from Seattle, WA, she has been in the Navy for 15 years and has been stationed
onboard five ships. She is currently scheduled to deploy with Det DELTA in February 2006, supporting
Expeditionary Strike Group THREE.
Assigned to ACU FIVE in 2004, BM2(SW) Stormo entered the Navy 10 years ago in Cle Elum, WA. She is
the only female Loadmaster in the LCAC program. She has completed tours onboard USS FRANK CABLE
(AS 40), USS TARAWA (LHA 1), and USS HARPERS FERRY (LSD 49). She is scheduled to deploy with
Det DELTA in February 2006.
Completing LCAC 64’s crew was GSE3(SW) Lyons who is currently deployed with Expeditionary Strike
Group ONE and GSE3(SW) Patricia L. Sturre. Petty Officer Sturre, was born and raised in San Diego, CA.
She enlisted in the Navy in June 2001 and was assigned to ACU FIVE in December 2003. She deployed
with Det CHARLIE in August 2003 with Expeditionary Strike Group ONE, earning her Enlisted Surface
Warfare Specialist designation on USS GERMANTOWN (LSD 42).
This significant milestone achieved by our Sailors could not be better stated than by Petty Officer Sturre, “I
feel very fortunate to have been a part of this special occasion. On this crew, we had both enlisted and
officer, different ethnic backgrounds, various ratings and experience ranging from three to over 20 years of
service in the Navy. I think it’s great that we’re getting the word out that women are very capable at doing
this type of work. At ACU FIVE, we have the opportunity to go into harm’s way when we hit those beaches
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overseas, and that’s something that most Fleet Sailors, both male and female, don’t get to experience.
This community still seems to be relatively unknown to most, and hard to get into. This is why this day was
so exciting because we get to represent a command of Sailors who are highly trained, qualified, and prepared.”

One of Our Own:
GSMC (SW/AW) Stockdale
The LCAC program has always been unique, not only for its varied
mission scope, but also the people who operate these one of a kind
machines. Our people have always been our greatest asset, and
we’ve lost one of the program’s cornerstones. One person who
personifies the best attributes of our Navy and the LCAC program is
GSMC (SW/AW) William B. Stockdale. Chief Stockdale served the
major part of his Navy career in the LCAC community, rising through
the ranks from maintenance man, deck engineer, engineer, and on to
craftmaster.
Chief Stockdale grew up in Cedar Rapids, IA. He enlisted in the Navy
in 1983 as a Gas Turbine Systems Technician (Mechanical). After
completion of Boot Camp and “A” school, his first tour of duty was
onboard the USS CONOLLY (DD 979) where he served as a propulsion systems monitor and was advanced to Petty Officer Third Class.
In 1987, after completing his tour onboard the CONOLLY and graduaGSMC William Stockdale
tion from Gas Turbine “C” school as an honor graduate, he checked
aboard ACU FOUR based at NSWC-PC. This was the beginning of a storybook LCAC career where he
made LCAC history by establishing a string of firsts.
Petty Officer Stockdale’s initial LCAC tour assignment was as a craft maintenance man. Shortly thereafter,
he was selected as the LCAC program’s first Deck Engineer (under instruction for LCAC 9). In December
1987, ACU FOUR command personnel, packed up on LCACs 7, 9, and 10, embarked onboard USS
WHIDBEY ISLAND (LSD 41), and sailed for Little Creek Amphibious Base at Norfolk, VA. In January 1988,
GSM2 Stockdale received the first qualification letter for LCAC Deck Engineer at ACU FOUR and in April
deployed onboard the USS PENSACOLA (LSD 38) as LCAC 9 Deck Engineer, ACU FOUR’s first operational deployment. Six months after the deployment ACU FOUR’s Training Department was establish and
he was the natural selection to be the first Deck Engineer Instructor. He was also the first ACU FOUR
crewmember to accrue 500 flight hours and received the coveted 500-hour patch from Textron Marine.
In March of 1990 he screened for LCAC Engineer, was promoted to Petty Officer First Class in the spring,
completed his final quals in the fall and immediately deployed as craft engineer onboard LCAC 27. In true
Stockdale fashion, he quickly excelled in his new position as craft engineer. Due to a critical shortage of
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engineers, in 1993 he was the logical choice to be sent TAD to Training Department to assist with instructor
duties. While still maintaining his assigned craft and flying double pumps two to three times a week, he was
one of only two engineer instructors at the time. He helped to qualify five critically needed crews within three
months. He definitely established himself as an icon.
In March 1994 he was assigned as one of the initial group of instructors tasked with bringing the brand new
Full Mission Trainer on line, thus adding another first to his string of many achievements. This new trainer
dramatically changed the LCAC training pipeline, cutting training cost by almost 30 percent. In 1996 Petty
Officer Stockdale was selected for Chief Petty Officer and transitioned over to the craftmaster position,
completing his qualifications in the fall of 1997.
Chief Stockdale was not done creating history. With one very successful deployment as craftmaster under
his belt, the Operations Officer assigned him as craftmaster of ACU FOUR’s newest craft, LCAC 89, and
put him in charge of Det Two. Two very different events occurred during his next deployment work-ups.
First, his craft was chosen to be the initial craft at ACU FOUR to have the prototype skirt system called
“Deep Skirt” installed. The second event was the shocking September 11th attacks. On September 11th,
with eight days to go until his deployment departure, and half his Det scattered across the country on predeployment standown, Chief Stockdale was summoned to recall his people and embark his Det on the
USS BATAAN that evening, ready to sail, if necessary, by 1900.
The actual deployment took place a few days later and he became the first ACU FOUR craftmaster to
deploy a craft with the prototype deep skirt installed and in charge of the first LCAC Det in support of the
Global War on Terrorism.
11 February 2005 after 22 trail-blazing years of naval service, Chief Stockdale retired from active duty. Chief
Stockdale is one of the finest success stories at ACU FOUR, and an inspiration for many in the LCAC
program. We are proud to call him “one of our own”. His knowledge, expertise, and friendship will be sorely
missed. However, his contributions and accomplishments will be forever etched in the history of ACU
FOUR and the LCAC program. We bid him “Fair Winds and Following Seas”.
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historical perspectives
The History of Naval Surface Warfare Center - Panama City (NSWC-PC)

P

anama City was selected from seven regional areas as the test and evaluation site for the PMS377
air cushion Amphibious Assault Landing Craft (AALC) program in the mid-70s. PMS377 established
the Amphibious Assault Landing Craft (AALC) Experimental Trials Unit (ETU), a field test activity of
David Taylor Ship R&D Center, at Panama City, FL in October 1977, for the purpose of testing two full scale
air cushion vehicle prototypes – JEFF (A) and JEFF (B). After the shutdown of the ETU, Naval Coastal
Systems Station Center (NCSC), Panama City, was selected as the lead center for Amphibious Warfare
programs in support of PMS377, in FY83 and a MOA was signed on 30 March 1983. NCSC was designated as the technical direction and systems integration agent for the Landing Craft, Air Cushion Program
and continued the Air Cushion Vehicle engineering, test and trials and fleet introduction of the LCAC initiated
by the ETU.
The primary focus during the early years of the LCAC production phase for NCSC was post delivery test
and trials, well deck interface support and acquisition engineering support. In FY83, a major Reliability &
Maintainability (R&M) program and a Trial Card Database Tracking program was initiated by NCSC in
support of PMS377. In FY84, NCSC developed Fleet Introduction guides for each Assault Craft Unit (ACU)
to assist in their “stand up”.
Except for a few craft, all LCAC’s were “flown” to NCSC by the Contractor for final system inspection and
test prior to the signing of the DD250’s. LCAC’s were then stored and staged at NCSC to await for newly
Gulf Coast constructed LSD’s or LHD’s for transportation to the appropriate ACU. NCSC test directors
lead the well deck certification process with interface trials and engineering modifications for each of the
different classes of Amphibious Ships. USS TORTUGA demonstrated five LCAC’s could be flown and
supported by LSD 41 class well decks.
In FY86 NCSC was designated as the LCAC platform level In-Service Engineering Agent. ILS conducted a
PCA to verify the LCAC baseline configuration and a LCAC Block Upgrade Program (BUP) was initiated
with PMS377 funding to provide a planned and timely method for updating the LCAC configuration. The
BUP program was cancelled by congressional action, however some high value elements such as Secure
Voice and GPS were subsequently installed as CraftAlts or incorporated in subsequent production contracts. NCSC ISEA On-Site Reps were established at each ACU as well.
In FY87, an operational test of the cold weather modification kit was successfully conducted in the Climatic
Chamber at Eglin AFB,FL. NCSC also continued post delivery tests & trials program which consisted of
NAV Accuracy test, LPD 6 proof test, AAV Launch test, LCAC Signature test, underhull camera skirt test,
torsional oscillation and sprag clutch tests.
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As the ISEA and TDA for PMS377, significant changes in FY88 were stern wave fence development, 360
degree Foreign Object Damage (FOD) screen designs, APU fuel system simplification, corrosion control,
hydraulic line improvements, skirt/finger improvements and propeller dome redesign.
In FY89, C3N AIT teams installed secure voice communications on 11 craft and an IFF and GPS installation
was successfully demonstrated. Significant changes in FY90 were the bumper redesign, the propeller
stator attachment redesign and the aft fuel tank modifications to addressing leaking and the C3N enhancements consisting of GPS, SECVOX, IFF and MOM radios. Extensive LCAC Performance Testing was
conducted in the Gulf of Mexico to include assessing Maximum Gross Weight and Speed capabilities in
different sea states, Plow-In Boundary tests, and M1A1 Interface Lashing tests. The ISEA conceived,
developed and integrated the prototype Navigation Data Integrator (NDI) and conducted a field trial at ACU
FIVE. The ISEA represented LCAC on the initial design of the Over-The-Horizon Amphibious Command and
Control (OTHAC) requirements development (subsequently became known as the KSQ-1 program). On
site technical assistance was provided during Operation Desert Storm as well.
In FY91, LCAC Performance Testing consisted of three engine performance, validating mission planning
calculations and validation of SEAOPS procedures. The ISEA provided technical monitoring and IV&V for
the production of the Navigation Data Integrator (NDI) that was added to the LCAC starting with Craft 61. In
FY92, the ISEA continued efforts to improve the R&M of the LCAC skirt system. NCSC incorporated the
reinforced bow bag design during FY92. NCSC also developed in-place dynamic balancing procedures,
provided S&TE and pilot course training to the fleet, and supported the LCAC 41/LCAC 40 mishap investigation. NCSC lead an effort to add a data recorder to the AMS system to record all operating data. NCSC

LCAC 46 returns to the well deck of the USS BATAAN (LHD 5) after performing in a "Marine Invasion" off the coast of Florida during annual "Fleet Week" festivities
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worked with the AMS vendor to design and test the recorder interface. NCSC developed a software program, LCAC Performance Analysis System (LPAS), to read the data and provide printed reports.
In FY93, NCSC provided PSA support and supported the LCAC Mid Life overhaul efforts. The ISEA also
served on the LCAC 42 mishap investigation board and served on the Personnel Transport Module (PTM)
working group to develop design criteria and the PTM specification. NCSC entered into a MOU with
Supervisor of Ships New Orleans (SSNO New Orleans) to provide technical assistance with craft trials of
the new NDI navigation system. NSWC PC has provided underway trials testing support for every craft
from LCAC 61. In FY94, NCSC developed Stator Tip structure modifications to address correct and prevent the cracking of the LCAC Propeller Shroud. The ISEA also improved the design of the stern fingers
(raised) that lengthened the life and reduced maintenance efforts and material costs during skirt repair.
NCSC test and trials team flew 148 missions for a total of 625 craft hours as LCAC 66 through 74 underwent post delivery trials. Concurrent with the introduction of the NDI, NCSC was funded to develop an offcraft Mission Planning system (MPAS) to provide entry of craft navigation route data.
In FY95, the ISEA was an integral part of the 1995 LCAC SLEP study. ISEA served as the lead for skirts,
machinery, auxiliaries, instrumentation, vulnerability and C3N. The ISEA C3N team, by PMS377 direction,
delivered 35 Precision Lightweight GPS Receivers (PLGRs) with associated kits and provided initial training
to each ACU. Also, Coastal Systems Station (CSS) was initially assigned the Software Support Activity
(SSA) role for the non-SLEP configuration systems, including LPAS and MPAS, during the 2nd Qtr of FY95.
The CSS C3N SSA team completed development of the first version of LPAS and upgraded the AMS
system to reduce the number of AMS configurations from 7 to 2 and installed the AMS recorder. The SSA
team also delivered an upgrade to the NDI craft in February 1996. MPAS was developed and went through
fleet evaluation starting in November 1995 and was officially released to the Fleet in September 1996. In
February 1996, the ISEA completed two engine performance tests using LCAC 66 (with the raised stern
fingers) and LCAC 81 (standard skirt configuration).
In FY97 the ISEA designed and built in-house a sixth scale model of an LCAC for testing the craft characteristics with a deep skirt. The model was tested and evaluated in the wave pool at Shipwreck Island to
measure the sea-keeping and thrust required in various surf conditions. The ISEA started a major Independent Validation and Verification (IV&V) effort to monitor the development of the SLEP C4N system. This
effort included numerous reviews of documents and technical data relating to development of this new C4N
system. In FY98, the ISEA completed the installation and testing of the Deep Skirt on LCAC 66 and performed testing of the Advanced Skirt on LCAC 15. The C4N team assisted the program office in the SLEP
development effort by providing 18 months of on-site IV&V and SLEP acquisition support at Textron Marine
& Land Systems (TM&LS).
NCSC was designated as the SSA for SLEP software in March 2001 and then completed the LCAC C4N
software transition in October 2001. In FY02-FY04, the ISEA completed a Reliability Improvement Program
(RIP) to address C4N reliability and maintainability issues that were lacking in the original SLEP configura-
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tion. The SSA team also completed the Block Cycle 2 software release which resolved the 22 top priority
Problem Change Requests (PCRs) in order to support the deployment of LCAC 44. In FY05, the ISEA
completed the refurbishment of the 20 critical items within budget and under schedule for the program
office for SLEP craft LCAC 4, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 21. NSWC PC also delivered the C4N RIP suite of qualified
hardware and Block Cycle 3 software for LCACs 4, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 21 and also backfit LCAC 44, 25, 2, and
91 with the same configuration.
NSWC PC has participated in the acceptance testing for every LCAC platform delivered to the Fleet and
serves as the principal engineering agent for the LCAC platform minus the engines, gearboxes and shafts.

Gas Turbine Systems Technician 3rd Class Daniel Miranda explains to Philippine Marines how gas
turbine engines power LCAC
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The History of NAVSEA - Boston Planning Yard (PSNS-DB)

T

he Puget Sound Naval Shipyard and IMF Detachment in Boston is an engineering design activity
with 21 years of amphibious design experience which has its roots as the Boston Naval Shipyard
Design Division. When the shipyard closed in 1973, there was sufficient design work to maintain a
working group of about 250 engineers and technicians known as the Boston Planning Group (BPG). Administrative support was provided by Portsmouth Naval Shipyard. In October 1977, the BPG became a part of
SUPSHIP Boston, maintaining a significant reimbursable workload in engineering and design. With the
advent of expanded planning yard concepts in the early 1980’s Boston became a major player as a planning yard for amphibious class ships. With changes in the internal budget process, SUPSHIP was not the
place for an organization whose bottom line was reimbursable work. (SUPSHIPs were expense operating
budget, funded with little reimbursable ceiling authority). Boston, in effect, went shopping and found Puget
Sound Naval Shipyard to be supportive, open minded and a business oriented partner. Boston became a
detachment of Puget Sound Naval Shipyard in January 1991, the beginning of a good business relationship
for both parties.
In 2002 the Boston Planning Yard became the first Naval Engineering Activity to be mandated to undergo a
public/private A76 competition. The competition was intended to determine the Most Efficient Organization
(MEO) to accomplish the Naval Engineering work assigned to the Boston Planning Yard. The number of
positions announced for the competition was 193, the entire organization. After a 30 month effort, the
competition was won by the in-house team (PSNS-DB). The winning bid, however, resulted in a downsizing
of the activity through retirements and layoffs from 138 personnel to a level of 118 people as follows:
13 Continuing Government Activity (CGA) personnel acting as customer managers and quality review
personnel.
105 MEO personnel assigned to organize and complete the assigned engineering tasks of the Boston
Planning Yard.
The Boston Planning Yard is currently comprised of 101 personnel. The Boston Planning Yard is currently
in the first year of their Most Efficient Organization as a result of the A76 competition.
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training
ACU FOUR Training

W

elcome to ACU FOUR Training Department, where high standards and quality training are a way
of life. The Training Department has been running full steam ahead, continuing with the develop
ment of future courses, streamlining existing unit training, and managing the screening and
training of our current and future shipmates.
Ensuring proper training for crew members, maintainers, and OIC's is our key job. However, to better serve
the entire community, we have broadened our horizons. We developed a two-day introductory course
entitled, "LCAC Familiarization Course (FAM)". FAM was been developed to allow staff officers and shipboard personnel to gain a better understanding and appreciation of the LCAC and its vast capabilities. This
course has successfully promoted better awareness on the waterfront and has helped forge relationships
prior to deployments or work-ups. Topics in the course include: LCAC basics operations and responsibilities, LCAC tours, introduction to SEAOPS, Det organization, mission planning procedures, mishap reporting and case study discussions. The first course was held 31 January 2005 with an encouraging turn out of
15 personnel, and has been repeated every quarter since then.
Not only are we working with the Fleet, we are also continuing to raise the standards of training here at ACU
FOUR. There is significant effort being put forth through the LCAC community Training Working Group
(with constituents from the
Program Office, ACU's and
EWTG's) to stay ahead of
the transition to SLEP (Service Life Extension Program)
craft within the fleet. The
ACU FOUR Training Department is committed to developing and reviewing curriculum for the cutover to SLEP
training for all craft maintenance and operations training over the next two to four
years. It has been an

Boatswain's Mates guide LCAC 87 into the well deck of the USS
BATAAN (LHD 5) which is conducting training prior to deployment
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intersting balancing act
ensuring the training requirements for legacy craft
continue while ensuring a
seamless transition of
preparing crews/maintainers
for the arrival of SLEP craft.
The department is on track
to meet the goal of ensuring
both legacy and SLEP craft
are fully ready to answer any
contingency. To aid in this
process, the Training Department will relieve NSWCPC of the responsibility for all
training and qualification of
SLEP craft crews before the
2005 Fleet Support Conference.

LCAC 60 prepares to enter the well deck of the USS ASHLAND (LSD
48) during training exercises with the amphibious assault ship USS
KEARSARGE (LHD 3)

Instructors have been busy
familiarizing themselves with the new SLEP craft so they are able to teach the SLEP Operators Course of
Instruction (COI) later this year. Working in close conjunction with NSWC-PC has greatly aided the process and ensured that the Training Department personnel are completely ready for the transition. The
course will greatly increase the number of qualified SLEP crews, as the Unit quickly expands the SLEP
craft inventory.
Comprehensive operator and maintainer training will be critical as the community expands the service life
of LCAC to 30 years. An arduous training pipeline is a key part of the process to qualify those who are
willing to partake of the adventure. To initially qualify to be a craft crewmember, all starboard cabin members must pass a Cognitive/Psychomotor test administered here at the unit. OSC Bunn and DC1 Switzer
work closely to bring all candidates to the unit for the COG test, which is followed by an interview with
personnel in the Training Department. These COG screening steps help ensure we only bring in the most
qualified and dedicated personnel. Since Fall 2003, 64 personnel have been screened at ACU FOUR.
Although the department has branched into many varied projects and continuously seeks to bring the
LCAC community into the newest and latest technology, the core departmental responsibility is still Advanced Qualification Training (AQT), the Loadmaster COI, the Deck Engineer COI, crew re-qualification,
crew training and command training in general. Prospective Deck Engineers and Loadmasters complete a
"state of the art" course earning their respective NEC's. Then they are integrated into the AQT missions to
gain required flight hours and hands-on experience necessary for full qualification as a LCAC
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crewmember. This year we have qualified 10 Loadmasters and 22 Deck Engineers. AQT students complete some follow on training prior to going through a formal oral board and check-ride. The annual responsibility of check riding and testing crews also falls on the Training Department. QM1 Klein has been instrumental in getting this accomplished in a timely and practical manner. He has revised the tests to ensure
that all crews remain on their toes every year. Overall, we have had an outstanding year full of excitement
and change.
A final note on personnel, Training Department would like to welcome our newest members and say farewell to a few special folks. We welcomed the following personnel over the last year: GSCS Moreau, GSMC
Whitmore, GSMC Williams, QM1 Klein, OS1 Perez, ET2 Caldwell, GSM2 Palmer, GSM2 Privett, BM2
Spears, and DC2 Hopkins. Farewell to GSMC Stockdale, who retired after 23 years of faithful service, 18 of
those years were with the LCAC community. His laugh and affection for good coffee will be missed. Farewell to BM1 Porter who retired in July after 20 years of diligent service. We would also like to say farewell to
BM1 Anderson and GSM2 Jackson. Congratulations go to the following individuals for promotion: GSCS
McKenzie, GSCS Moreau and GSE1 Hayes.

Craftmaster, Senior Chief Sonar Technician Kevin Chambers and Engineer Gas Turbine System
Technician 2nd Class Don Kennlly navigate towards USS PELELIU (LHA 5)
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ACU FIVE Training

A

CU FIVE Training Department has
undergone many changes and improvements throughout the past year. We
integrated the Weapons Division into our department, GSMC Ahlers took charge of improving the
commands force protection training and weapons qualification process.
From June 2004 through June 2005, The Training Department has collectively certified 12
Craftmasters, 11 Engineers, 10 Navigators, 26
Deck Engineers and 14 Loadmasters. Additionally, we have re-certified 150 crew members, supplying the fleet commander with qualified operators to
support Operation IRAQI FREEDOM.
Training Department has completed the third and final Mobile Training Team (MTT) in support of the Japan
Maritime Self Defence Force (JMSDF) LCAC Program. BMCS Cass, QMC Bischoff and GSM1 Havers
were sent to Kure, Japan to conduct a myriad of objectives as part of the culmination of JMSDF LCAC
Training. The training included an underway portion conducting welldeck operations with the JDS Osumi
enroute to Iwo Jima. This year will be the last time JMSDF LCAC crew will attend US LCAC Operator
Training. Good luck to our fellow LCAC’ers on their journey and with their new training pipeline.
Prospective navigators are now given the opportunity to have hands on training with certified Navs prior to
attending the EWTG portion of training. This allows them to receive training on the nav/comm suite and
radar system. Since the birth of this program in 2003, we have indoctrinated and certified 15 navigators.
The number of Navigators has greatly increased and our attrition slowly declines. Bravo Zulu to QM1
Rodriguez and OS1 Morin for a job well done.
Off duty educational opportunities are still in full swing. Palomar College and Central Texas College are the
two resident colleges that provide a chance for our shipmates to continue their education. In the past year,
six personnel from ACU FIVE have earned their degrees. Congratulations to all.
We would like to welcome aboard LCDR Baker as our Training Officer, as well as GSMC Ahlers, GSMC
Francia, BM1 Jones and OSC Richards. LCDR Baker is a former LCAC Craftmaster who was commissioned as a LDO and returned as a Det OIC. After completion of his deployment with Det BRAVO and Bon
Homme Richard ESG, he returned to Camp Pendleton to take over as Training Officer. Fair winds and
following seas to BMCS Cass as he heads to Senior Enlisted Academy with an ultimate duty assignment
as the Deck Department LCPO on the USS BON HOMME RICHARD. Fair winds and following seas are
also sent to BMCS Moore, BMC Dickman, and MMC Henry as they transition into retirement.
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ACU FOUR Safety
The Safety Department at ACU FOUR is responsible for ensuring a safe work environment for both the sea
and shore elements of the command. With a 650-person command and 36 LCAC, it is safe to say that
providing a safe working environment is a daunting task. Fortunately, in addition to two dedicated Safety
Department representatives, there are 38 divisional safety petty officers and assistants distributed throughout the command. Together this group works to provide training and oversight to protect our shipmates
from the dangers that surround this busy work environment. Our focus is MISSION FIRST, PEOPLE
ALWAYS.
The two assigned members of the ACU FOUR Safety Department are the keys to the entire program. LT
Nathaniel Worthing leads the charge as the ACU FOUR Safety Officer. However, the person with his nose
to the grindstone is GSE1 Dominic Ebba. GSE1 Ebba has a deck plate perspective on safety and wears
out a great deal of shoe leather going out and working with the maintenance and craft personnel to ensure
the safety of our sailors. The effectiveness of the safety program at ACU FOUR has been made possible
by the close working relationship between Safety and the people we support.
A recent program that started with ACU FOUR has grown to affect many of our neighboring commands in
Hampton Roads. Motorcycle riders in the Navy are required to take an approved motorcycle safety course
before they are permitted to ride. Availability for the course in the local area has been limited and the wait to
take the course has been up to three months long. In an effort to provide the best support to our sailors,
two ACU FOUR personnel, BMC Walter Gray and GSE1 Lorenzo Jacobs, answered the call and were able
to qualify as volunteer instructors for the course. Since starting the course at NAB Little Creek in July of
2004, two more ACU personnel, ET1 Angelo Echevarria and GSEC Jason Delp, have also qualified as
instructors. The course is now offered at least twice a month with 12 riders per course. This has vastly
improved the availability of the course to sailors in the Hampton Roads area and as a result improved the
safety of these riders when they hit the roadways.
Another Navy-wide problem has been tackled head-on at ACU FOUR. That problem is drinking and driving.
In an attempt to use intrusive leadership to prevent potentially deadly behavior like drinking and driving, ACU
FOUR has created an alcohol deglamorization program. The program employs both positive and negative
reinforcement to bring the point home that getting in trouble because of alcohol will not be tolerated. The
program has been a resounding success and the numbers speak for themselves. Before the
deglamorization program, ACU FOUR personnel averaged one alcohol related incident every two weeks.
At the time this article, ACU FOUR has not had an alcohol related incident since February 2005, an impressive five month period! The positive results are very encouraging.
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In a recent inspection of the safety program ACU FOUR was rated as “Effective and improving.” It acknowledges that safety is a program that works at ACU FOUR. The Safety Department has been successful at working with the sailors and not against them. And safety is not permitted to take second fiddle to any
other program. At ACU FOUR we take pride in ensuring that all of our sailors come home with no new
scars and all their pieces parts where they belong.

Persian Gulf (June 18, 2005) - LCAC 60 backs out of the well deck of the amphibious assault ship
USS KEARSARGE (LHD 3) as it prepares to transport U.S. Marine Corps wheeled vehicles.
KEARSARGE and embarked ACU FOUR are currently on a regularly scheduled deployment to
support Maritime Security Operations in the Persian Gulf.

ACU FIVE Safety
ACU-5 Ground Operations
Once again, ACU FIVE’s Ground Operations and Safety Department has made significant strides in improving upon the valuable services they provide in support of the command’s primary mission.
The Department is responsible for the maintenance and operation of over 135 pieces of critical support
equipment to include: two Marine Travel Lifts, Aviation Support Equipment (SE), Civil Engineering Support
Equipment (CESE), Weight Handling Equipment (WHE), Material Handling Equipment (MHE) and a fleet of
Government Vehicles. Besides providing direct maintenance support, Ground Operations has been fully
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engaged in the maintenance and upkeep of over 103 acres of grounds, as well as coordinating the preparation and set up of numerous military ceremonies. Some of the department’s noteworthy accomplishments
over the past year include: the efficient reduction in our fleet of GSA vehicles which will save the command
over $60,000 annually while continuing to maintain a high level of Government Vehicle service; acquisition
of two new fuel trucks; replacement of two critical TA-35 Aircraft Tow Tractors and three A/M27T Hydraulic
Test Stands; successful set-up of over 50 special ceremonies; the safe and highly successful completion
of over 900 Travel-Lift moves, to include several flawlessly executed emergency recoveries of disabled
craft from the beach.
ACU FIVE Safety
ACU FIVE’s Safety Department has continued its strong dedication to the command’s number one priority:
Safety. Emphasis has been placed on meeting the Secretary of the Navy’s challenge to reduce mishaps
by 50 percent. In striving to achieve this goal, a significant effort has been made in improving the quality
and quantity of safety training, including command-wide safety stand-downs, command indoctrination, and
divisional training. A rigorous inspection schedule has been maintained throughout the year and has resulted in ACU FIVE receiving numerous compliments from various inspectors. The Safety Department
also worked with the Naval Safety Center in developing an LCAC-specific safety checklist to be used in
preparation for Surface Ship Safety Surveys, which will greatly enhance the afloat safety of the command’s
craft crews. The command also completed the Safety Center’s new online Afloat Safety Climate Assessment Survey, which is an extremely valuable tool in understanding and maintaining a positive safety climate
here at ACU FIVE. The extraordinary efforts of everyone at the command over the past year have been
critical in reducing occupational mishaps by 48 percent. This reduction has been significant and we look
forward to the coming year, as we will continue to search for innovative ways to further reduce mishap
rates.
ACU FIVE Facilities
ACU FIVE, with help and funding from Marine Corps Base, Camp Pendleton, has initiated a comprehensive
energy conservation program to include: the installation of sky lights in the hangar bays, supply warehouse
and conference rooms; upgraded high bay lighting and controls in the hangar bays; and the installation of a
46 kW photovoltaic solar system. It is estimated that these upgrades will save the command $140K
annually in energy costs. In mid-July when the Hangar 7 and 8 solar cell system comes on-line ACU FIVE
will become a showcase of energy-saving technology through the combined use of skylights, energy
efficient lighting, photocell lighting controls and the solar cell system. The new high bay lights start instantly
and are connected to sophisticated controls that measure the ambient light entering through the open
doors and skylights and only power on when pre-set lighting limits are not reached. It is estimated that the
new system will save enough electricity that the building will be considered a “no-load facility”.
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maintenance
ACU FOUR Maintenance
R-0 Division

O

ver the past 12 months, ACU FOUR conducted Major Repair Availabilities for 18 LCAC.
Production Control managed and coordinated these complex work packages efficiently, ensuring
timely completion of all maintenance tasks. Planning and Estimating Division managed the
planning, processing, material procurement, and completion of over 2,354 work requests. Of these, 1,700
required the writing, issuance and tracking of 117 Controlled Work Packages (CWP) and 325 Formal Work
Packages (FWP).
The Craft Alterations team placed a renewed emphasis and priority on accurate tracking and accounting of
alterations, resulting in the verification of over 240 alterations on all 36 craft.
The Ship Supervisors continue to increase the efficiency of ACU FOUR’s Maintenance Department by
establishing meaningful priorities and driving production goals. Their daily interaction between craft crews
and shore/sea maintenance components have greatly enhanced maintenance planning and minimized
work stoppage due to improper work sequencing.
The Technical Library met all challenges
by providing current technical information,
ensuring its inventory met maintenance
specifications. By using various technical
sources including websites, the library
software Technical Library Management
System (TLMS), and the Boston Planning
Yard data base, the resources within the
Tech Library were significanty expanded.
Over 2,500 materials were meticulously
tracked in the issuance, custody, maintenance, and receipt through our main
library and nine satellite libraries. We have
updated and purged over 250 technical
manuals, thus providing a more viable set
of resources for end users.

AM1 Nathan Shoemaker performing an LCAC corrosion
inspection
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R-1 Division
R-1 Division has welcomed CSCS (SW) Williams as the new Division Officer. The Hull Repair Division
completed Craft Alt 469K (Deep Skirt/Transverse Airway modification) on six LCACs, resulting in a cost
savings of $34,000 per LCAC, by avoiding out-sourcing. The repair team lead by HT1 (SW) Reynolds has
completed Bumper Modifications, Craft Alt 149K on four LCACs, involving installation of over 240 feet of
channel, plating, and stiffeners. They also completed over 120 Formal Work Packages (FWPs) and Controlled Work Packages (CWPs) on LCAC 50 and 54. These extensive packages involved over $55,000 in
material and supplies while expending 4,120 man-hours to bring both LCAC to “Full Mission Capability”
(FMC).
In addition, R-1 accomplished the following noteworthy accomplishments:



Managed the simultaneous replacement of 40 linear feet of damaged aluminum plating on LCAC 71,
resulting in a cost savings of $50,000



Completed six Restricted Availabilities, including the successful completion of 350 FWP’s/CWP’s



Completed numerous weld repairs including 24 collectors, 18 top hats, numerous engine modules,
and fuel tank repairs



Installed LCAC 35 and 36 No. 3 and No. 4 Engine hatch covers (modifications). Repaired LCAC 27
and 36 life rail, fabricated and installed new vent fuel supports



Assisted in the repairs of LCAC 20 water wash tank



Assisted with LCAC 53 and 88’s fuel tank repairs, replacing 500 square feet of damaged plating



Conducted repairs to LCAC 83 and 54 oily waste tank and fuel tanks replacing 87 square feet of Hull
Plating, 52 linear feet of structural members, two safety handrails, 80 linear feet of crush box material and a
chock, bringing both LCACs to mission capable, resulting in a cost savings of $82,000
The Corrosion Shop completed Craft Alt 418K (Stator Rivet) repairs on four LCACs and Craft Alt 69K on
LCAC 88 center body damage, replacing three damaged spars. Seven spars were repaired on other
LCAC. The shop executed over 72 corrosion inspections on the LCAC inventory and completed 14 fiberglass repairs to bow thrusters, shaft covers, and bearing covers. In summary, the efforts of our Corrosion
Shop have had a tremendous positive impact on our ability to locate and repair structural damage before it
becomes a major issue.
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R-2 Division
The Engine Shop welcomed GSMC (SW) Randall as the shop LCPO and wished GSM1 (SW/AW)
Armstrong a farewell. Shop 31T has completed inspection on 14 T-62 auxiliary power unit and 34 TF40B
main engines. The shop also incorporated a check-in and out procedure for main engines and APUs,
streamlined custody transfer, and initial material conditions associated with gas turbine engines. Five shop
personnel successfully graduated from the Hamilton Sun Strand APU maintenance course. GSM1 (SW/
AW) Armstrong, GSM1 (SW) Traynham, GSM2 Smith, and GSM3 Rooney completed their final NAVSEA
certification for the main engine and auxiliary power unit for IMA 06 level maintenance.
The Propeller Shop has rebuilt 11 propellers and conducted major overhauls on seven propeller assemblies. GSM1 (SW) Graham and GSM1 (SW) Helms share in the responsibilities associated with this demanding work center. Assigned propeller technicians include GSM3 June, GSM3 Cotton and GSM3
Hadnott. GSM3 Green has set the tone for the work force with his hard work and dedication.
The Lift Fan Shop is manned by GSM1 (SW) Pabalan, GSM2 Joyner and four TAD seaside personnel
(GSM3 (SW/AW) Lavine, GSM3 Jimenez, GSM3 (SW) Moser, and FN Jackson). The Lift Fan Shop has
completely overhauled 13 lift fan sets and replaced 14 lift fan shafts. The shop continues to increase their
proficiency with the static balancer and intends to render the need for Low Speed Dynamic Balancing
obsolete.
The Hydraulic Shop and its four man workforce continue to provide ACU FOUR LCAC with its “Hydraulic
Backbone”. They are setting new maintenance completion records with 240 hard line/flex line repairs, 30
rudder actuator repairs, 30 fuel oil filter tests, 28 hydraulic module overhauls, testing of 29 sets of relief
valves, and 18 emergency flex line kit fabrications. The shop also performed a flawless inspection during
COMNAVSURFLANT Fleet Maintenance Assessment in February 2005.
The Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Shop continues to expand their repair capabilities by restructuring
the shop and expanding their repair capabilities to include water wash pumps and P-100 firefighting pumps.
The addition of water wash and P-100 firefighting pumps to the rotatable pool inventory are prime examples
of ACU FOUR’s continuing effort to provide better support to our LCAC fleet.
R-3/4 Division
R-3/4 Division continues to refine business practices to provide the best quality LCAC maintenance technical support. The improvement process was validated during the recent 2005 Fleet Maintenance Assessment (FMA), with specific laudatory comments for personnel performing 2M, Electronic Repair, Calibration,
and Cableway Inspection functions. In an effort to maximize both the material and personnel resources in
the Maintenance Department, the craft Dets and shore electronics technicians were combined into a single
entity under the cognizance of the Maintenance Officer. This has resulted in enhanced shared resources,
improved communications of craft maintenance related issues, and better cross training of personnel.
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Location for SLEP LCAC Batteries (prior to/after relocation, left/right)
The 2M/MTR Electronic Repair program continues to be a huge cost saver, thanks to the persistent efforts
of ET2 Otruba, ET2 Wells, and ET3 Maranville. In FY05, 2M repaired 141 items resulting in a cost savings
of $1.2 million compared to 104 items and $903,722 throughout all of FY04, a 35 percent increase in cost
savings. There has been a significant positive trend and ACU FOUR continues to strive for greater selfsufficiency. Because of the unique nature of LCAC parts, there is a limited catalog of test analysis procedures (gold disk). To overcome this, the Division has begun to focus on gold disk development for craft
specific parts. They impressively completed and submitted for verification a first stage silver disk Isolation
Analog circuit card A7. Once verified and approved for use, troubleshooting and repair of failed A7 CCA will
result in a cost savings of $3,100 per module.
The Shipboard Instrumentation and Calibrations (SISCAL) shop (96B), headed by GSE1 Cash, and supported by GSE2 Dunkleberger, GSE2 Burns, GSE2 Booth and GSE2 Agbasi, continues to improve craft
readiness. At this fiscal year’s mid-way point, 96B had completed SISCAL alignments of LCAC 20, 27, 51,
68, 70, 77 78, 83, 85, 86 and 88 at a cost savings of over $330,000. SISCAL has proven to be one of the
most effective cost saving methods at ACU FOUR. Other accomplishments of note:




Shop 51B has performed cableway inspections of LCAC 50, 34, 69, 54, 68, and 83

GSE2 Foreman completed two craft squib alterations and four 60 Hz modifications, 25 propeller
actuators, with a cost savings of $97,500 for two propeller and rudder harnesses replacements
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The FCA1/67B team of ET2 Bright and ET3 Walls continues to provide General Purpose Electronic and
Electrical Test Equipment and calibrated tools and gage tracking in support of the LCAC Planned Maintenance System and repair. The shop has demonstrated sustained superior performance in calibration
readiness. 67B has been ranked by COMNAVSURFLANT as the top shore facility for four consecutive
quarters with a material readiness grade of 96 percent and a grade of 92 percent in electrical and mechanical, respectively.
R-5 Division
Ground Support Equipment personnel completed 900 scheduled maintenance actions and 350 unscheduled maintenance actions, resulting in R-5’s unprecedented 87 percent Ready-For-Issue rate in support of
LCAC maintenance. Tool Issue personnel engraved and inventoried 15,000 tools, facilitating the issue of 96
general purpose/specialty tool boxes to six command Dets in support of LCAC maintenance, and deploying
LCAC Det groups.

A crew member assigned to ACU FIVE wipes down the propeller blade of an LCAC as part of
preventive maintenance aboard the USS PELELIU (LHA 5)
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ACU FIVE Maintenance

A

CU FIVE’s Maintenance Department’s performance during Year 2005 could not have been
achieved without a dedicated and aggressive team of professionals. Innovative management,
personnel initiatives and improved processes resulted in optimization of over $7M in LCAC
maintenance funds. The following represents a partial listing of self-sufficient, complex industrial repairs
conducted by the ACU FIVE maintenance organization, many of which would normally be expected to be
completed by a depot level repair activity or by outside contractors. These efforts were aggressive and
resourceful with significant repair cost savings.

Availability Sasebo, Japan
Over 25 active duty and reserve personnel (including ACU FIVE Maintenance Officer) conducted a two
week Maintenance Availability in Sasebo, Japan. The $2.5 million dollar availability included a CSMP review,
Craft material assessment, and performance of Intermediate Level craft maintenance.

GSM3 Johnson preparing a prop for pro-seal application
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R-1 Division
Hull and Structural Repair Shop used over 800
square feet of aluminum plate, 1,500 lbs. of landing
rails, 780 feet of wet- deck stiffeners, 180 feet of Tbeam and structural angle iron consuming over
1,600 lbs. of various filler materials for repair jobs.
Repairs include 35 buoyancy inserts, 20 fuel tanks, 5
oily waste tanks, 10 smuggler voids and 300 square
feet of transverse airway.
Machine Shop continues to support various machining services, including craft APU fastener replacements, cross brace repairs, MOM radio installations
and over 450 linear feet of bag clamping bar in
support of craft availability.

HT2 Eubanks from Bag Shop conducts skirt
inspection on LCAC 80

Bag Shop recently completed several bag inspections, which have resulted in replacement of over $1.2M
in worn and destroyed skirt system parts. Also, they have repaired 11 Lock Bolt guns, resulting in cost
savings of $2,400, which has assisted craft in the completion of skirt replacement. Their efforts have
improved craft reliability and performance.
R-2 Division
Propeller and Lift fan Shop repaired 24 propeller assemblies and refurbished 48 propeller blade sets. These
jobs which would normally be completed at depot
level, and yielded a total repair cost savings of $2.8
million.
A/C and R Shop refurbishing program are going
strong. This program, which include reconditioning of
exterior frame and powder coating of all components,
installation of re-cored condensers and receivers,
and replacement of solenoid and switches saved the
command a total repair cost of $1,300 on each
reconditioned unit.
The commands Hydraulic Shop manufactured over
150 hydraulic lines, 106 flex hose, 13 emergency flex
GSM3 Granillo measures a flex hose for
installation
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line kit and repair/rebuilt 50 hydraulic rudder actuators.
Utilizing assistance from Fleet Technical Support Center Pacific, Engine Shop completed depot level
repairs to 15 LCAC main engines, including compressor and turbine replacement, conducted 15 Bore
scope inspection, 10 TF40B 1,500 hour and 20 T-64-40-7 APU 500 hour engine inspections.
R-3 Division
Electrical Repair Shop installed numerous AER and craft alterations on 16 LCACs which included Inverter
mod, Fuel transfer booster pump electrical mod, Chip Zap electrical mod and Mine countermeasures and
Personnel Transport Module Alteration.
Craft calibration conducted over 10 craft calibration in 2005 significantly contributing to sustained operational readiness of the LCAC.
R-4 Division
The command 2-M Repair Shop accomplished over 200 jobs on various LCAC craft components, expending 200 man-hours on repairs for cost savings of $103,00. The command is aggressively developing
additional process for testing and repair of electronic assemblies and has identified several candidate
components for future development of LCAC Gold Disk program.
The command Electronic Shop completed numerous Craft Alteration and AER installations on 15 LCACs.
Installations include MOM Antenna, HF Coupler, and IVCU Enclosures.
R-5 Division
Responded to hundreds of trouble calls which includes reloading workstations, repairing fiber and CAT 5
lines, restoring files, resetting profiles, loading and removing programs and repairing and replacing parts.
Continuously assisting and supervising the NMCI infrastructure and build out. Compiled over 50 IAS Vulnerabilities Alerts/Bulletin. This ensured both networks are protected and updated with current patches.
R-6 Division
Developed more than 200 work packages for three Post and Pre-deployment Availabilities. Ordered and
tracked over $8M worth of supply parts in support of craft availability, deployments and emergent repairs.
R-7 Division
Conducted numerous Corrosion Control Inspections including three forward-deployed craft in Sasebo,
Japan during condensed availability. The attention to detail as assigned personnel helped identify and
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HT1 Sewald creating a controlled work package

HT1 Sturmgonzales conducting visual
inspection on chock roots for LCAC 29
while HT3 Moore looks on

repaired over 50 PRI-1 hits. Also manufactured hundreds of plaques, labels and nametags throughout the
command.
NDT crew spent long hours performing visual and liquid dye penetrant inspection on 15 fuel tank inserts, 20
void inserts, 25 landing rails, 50 crush box and basic metal repairs.
Quality Assurance opened, tracked and maintained over 300 Control Work Packages in support of craft
availability and emergent repairs. Also conducted Quality Assurance training for Craftsmen, Inspectors and
Supervisors during Command Indoctrination, AQT and Division in spotlight inspection.
Tool issue maintained an inventory of over 2,000 tools and accessories in support of 36 LCAC and seven
maintenance shops. Continuously tracked and replenished tools and toolboxes to support deploying and
surges craft. Completed ten P-100 pump repairs in support of craft employment.
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supply
ACU FOUR Supply Notes

T

he heart of ACU FOUR Supply Department is the storekeepers. ACU FOUR is fortunate to have a
top notch group that come from many different supply backgrounds. This wide variety of experience
has proven to be a significant asset to the daily operations and training program. With this unique
mixture of experiences within the Supply Department, we have certainly accumulated a diverse talent pool.
Tours in the Aviation, Surface, Submarine, Seabee, Ground Support, and TAR communities by our SK’s
total over 270 years of Supply knowledge.
The impressive knowledge base within Supply has contributed tremendously to a smooth transition to
Force Level Relational Supply (R-Supply), allowing the Supply Department to serve our customers in a
more professional and timely manner. With the use of R-Supply and the incorporation of the Integrated
Barcode System (IBS), inventory validity is consistently at 98 percent or better. IBS has significantly reduced human error in conducting and posting location audits, inventories, and helps the warehouse personnel receive and process material quickly and efficiently, which translates to increased productivity.
With only one major deployment to support this year, the Supply Department has built three Pack-Up Kits
(PUK’s) totaling $3.5M. All three PUK’s have been used during the second half of FY05 for various operational commitments. A SK is assigned to each amphibious ship that has an assigned PUK and is responsible for the PUK material throughout the deployment. This includes maintaining accountability for the parts,
issuing repair parts to the Det, ordering and receiving replacement parts, and working with the ship’s
Supply Officer. Additionally the PUK SK is also responsible for the Hazardous Material (HAZMAT) used to
maintain the craft. Departmental personnel are constantly reviewing effectiveness data with these PUK’s in
order to ensure we are providing the most rapid support for our deployers, while at the same time eliminating excess material with little or no demand. Over the last eighteen months, we have been able to reduce
the size of a PUK from 1800 line items down to 645 line items. In addition to the reduced need for valuable
storage space, we have significantly reduced the cost to maintain a PUK. Continued review and collaboration with our Supply partners at ACU FIVE will help further reduce the quantity of items required yet improve
the effectiveness of the kit and the readiness of the Det.
Overall this has been an exciting and professionally rewarding year for the Supply Department. The transition to R-Supply was much smoother than expected, significant money was saved through PUK refinements, and the challenges of transitioning to SLEP craft are being met. That’s what happens when you
have superb, dedicated people totally focused on getting the job done right, the first time, and every time!
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ACU FIVE Supply Notes

D

istance Support and improved logistics continues to set the theme for the Supply Department.
From Stock Control to Services, the logistics experts assigned to ACU FIVE are meeting the
challenges of the LCAC Fleet.

Congratulations to CS2 (SW) Charles and CSSN Douglas as ACU FIVE/NBG Sailor of the Quarter and
Junior Sailor of the Quarter, respectively (2nd Quarter FY05). Bravo Zulu! Keep up the good work!
S-1 Division continues to be the forefront of
COMNAVSURFOR’S initiative to capitalize
LCAC Pack Up Kits (PUK’s) throughout the
fleet. USS BELLEAU WOOD, USS
BONHOMME RICHARD, USS TARAWA, and
USS ESSEX PUK’s were capitalized and
successfully deployed in support of Operation
IRAQI FREEDOM, Operation ENDURING
FREEDOM and Operation UNIFIED ASSISTANCE. These initiatives were made possible
from the deck plates with the assistance from
Mr. Matt Lane, Mr. Mike Green, SK3 Van Riet
and SK3 Andershon. Great Job! LCDR Kelly,
Supply Officer ACU FIVE, has initiated the
Ready Maintenance System (RMS) and
eRetrograde Management System (ERMS)
programs, which are the leading edge of new
and innovative ideas in Supply Management for
LCAC. Rear Admiral (Sel) Heinrich visited and
reviewed the program with much interest. He
praised the hard work and dedication of our
sailors who made these programs a success,
saving the Navy millions of dollars in Operational Assets.

SK2 Johnson making an issue

Fuels Division’s professional staff has safely issued over one million gallons of JP-5 in support of LCAC
flights and training cycles. They additionally acquired two new refuelers and an upgraded mogas storage
tank to inventory. Great professionals providing outstanding customer service around the clock!
HAZMAT Division continues to provide the support materials for our 3M maintenance requirements. With
Mr. Ray Malkis’s expert advice and guidance, HAZMAT continued a flawless operation meeting all requirements from state, local, and federal agencies.
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The Food Service Division sets the standard in the culinary arena. Their professionalism and commitment
are second to none as evident by winning the FY05 FIVE Star Accreditation in the Captain Edward F. Ney
Memorial Award. Besides providing daily meal service, Food Service Division has supported numerous
special events from command visits by various dignitaries, hosting Family Support Group Meetings and
retirement receptions for our sailors. As S-2 enters FY06, CWO2 Puetspina will be rallying the culinary
experts and gearing up for the FY06 NEY competition.
In January 2005, our Bachelor Enlisted Quarters Received their 3rd consecutive Five Star Admiral Elmo
Zumwalt Award for Excellence in
Bachelor Housing operations. A group
of eight representatives went to Denver
CO receiving the most prestigious
award. Congratulations to all BEQ Staff!
Supply Department would like to welcome the latest additions of our outstanding Supply Team. CS2 Pimentel
from USS CLEVELAND LPD 7, CS2
Swanger from USS JOHN C. STENNIS
CVN 74, CS3 LIN THE SPOTLIGHT
oven from USS NIMITZ CVN 68, CS3
Cavazos from USS NIMITZ CVN 68 all
in San Diego CA, SK3 Andershon and
CS2 Clifford from HM15, Corpus Christi
Texas. In our Fuels Division “Grapes of
ACU FIVE” we would like to welcome
ABF2 Cayetano, ABF3 Cervantes,
ABF3 Linton, and ABF3 Abano.
SK1 Ferido and SK2 Heisler discussing financials
We would also like to take this opportunity to express our sincere appreciation and many thanks to those
personnel who left ACU FIVE since the last newsletter and to let you know they have reported to their next
duty station and are doing very well. CWO5 Jackson reported to Navy Food Management Team San Diego
CA. CS2 Perez and SK2 Arratia to VFA147 and USS JOHN PAUL JONES, respectively. Good Luck Shipmates! “Fair Winds and Following Seas”.
Supply Department under the leadership of LCDR George Kelly, CWO2 Rey Puentispina, and SKCM(SW)
Glen Nelson continually press forward with quality service to support readiness not only on the West Coast,
but worldwide.
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hail and farewell
Hail
Ed Hatcher, LCAC Assistant Division Director, PMS377JB
Thomas Murphy, International Programs/SEAOPS/R&D Manager, PMS377J6
CAPT Ray Clark, Commanding Officer, ACU FOUR
LCDR Jeff Guerrero, Executive Officer, ACU FOUR
LCDR Scott Noe, Maintenance Officer, ACU FOUR
LCDR Marc Schweighofer, Executive Officer, ACU FIVE
LCDR Calvin Swanson, Operations/Training Officer, ACU FIVE
LT Cliff Deardon, Admin Officer, ACU FIVE
LT Steve Reynolds, Training Officer, ACU FIVE
CWO2 Armando Aglugub, Repair Officer, ACU FIVE

Farewell
CAPT Johnny Walker, LCAC Assistant Division Director, PMS377JB
CAPT Doug Keiler, Commanding Officer, ACU FOUR
LCDR Chris Saat, Executive Officer, ACU FOUR
LCDR C.C. Williams, Maintenance Officer, ACU FOUR
CAPT Paul “Moose” Susalla, Commanding Officer, ACU FIVE
CDR Brian Adams, Executive Officer, ACU FIVE
LCDR Lewis Dunham, Operations Officer, ACU FIVE
LCDR Thomas Petrucci, Maintenance Officer, ACU FIVE
CWO3 Tony Thompson, Admin Officer, ACU FIVE
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references
Photo credits to Navy NewsStand (http://www.news.navy.mil), ACU FOUR, and ACU FIVE

The views expressed herein are not necessarily those of the Department of the Navy. Articles, letters, queries
and comments should be directed to the Department of the Navy, Program Executive Office for Ships, 1333
Isaac Hull Avenue SE, Washington Navy Yard, DC 20376-2101 (Attn: Code PMS377J)
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